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Abstract

Statistical models are central to machine learning with broad applicability across a range
of downstream tasks. The models are controlled by free parameters that are typically esti-
mated from data by maximum-likelihood estimation or approximations thereof. However,
when faced with real-world datasets many of the models run into a critical issue: they are
formulated in terms of fully-observed data, whereas in practice the datasets are plagued
with missing data. The theory of statistical model estimation from incomplete data is con-
ceptually similar to the estimation of latent-variable models, where powerful tools such as
variational inference (VI) exist. However, in contrast to standard latent-variable models,
parameter estimation with incomplete data often requires estimating exponentially-many
conditional distributions of the missing variables, hence making standard VI methods in-
tractable. We address this gap by introducing variational Gibbs inference (VGI), a new
general-purpose method to estimate the parameters of statistical models from incomplete
data. We validate VGI on a set of synthetic and real-world estimation tasks, estimating
important machine learning models such as VAEs and normalising flows from incomplete
data. The proposed method, whilst general-purpose, achieves competitive or better per-
formance than existing model-specific estimation methods.

Keywords: statistical model estimation, variational inference, Gibbs sampling, missing
data, amortised inference

1 Introduction

This paper introduces a new general-purpose method to estimate statistical models from
incomplete data that is well-suited for modern (deep) statistical models. Estimating sta-
tistical models is one of the core tasks in machine learning because the fitted model can be
used in many practical downstream tasks, such as, classification, prediction, anomaly detec-
tion, data augmentation, and missing data imputation (e.g. Goodfellow et al., 2016, Chap-
ter 5.1.1). However, most of the current methods require large amounts of fully-observed
data at training time, and hence they remain largely impractical in many real-world do-
mains that are overwhelmed with incomplete data. For example, the vast amounts of data
gathered by online systems is sparse, with ratings data used in recommender systems often
missing 95-99% of the total data (Marlin et al., 2011). Similarly, a review of medical trial
studies has identified that 95% of studies contained missing data, with as much as 70%
of the data values missing in some studies (Bell et al., 2014). This prevalence of missing
data in real-world scenarios warrants a need for principled approaches to efficiently handle
missing data in machine learning.
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A principled classical approach to estimating statistical models from incomplete data
is expectation-maximisation (EM, Dempster et al., 1977) which aims at maximising the
likelihood, however, it is mostly limited to simple models. Monte Carlo EM (MCEM, Wei
and Tanner, 1990) is a less limited version of classical EM that can be understood as an
iterative method that fits the statistical model on imputations derived from itself. However,
exact conditional sampling for modern statistical models is typically impossible. One way
to (approximately) sample imputations from a joint statistical model is via Markov chain
Monte Carlo methods (MCMC, e.g. Barber, 2017, Chapter 27.4), however they tend to
be computationally intensive and hence scale poorly to larger datasets (Blei et al., 2017).
Variational inference (VI, Jordan et al., 1999) is often a computationally more performant
alternative, while sometimes lacking the asymptotic exactness guarantees of MCMC. In
case of missing data, however, as we will elaborate in the paper (Sections 2.1-2.2), existing
(amortised) VI methods would require 2d − 1 variational distributions, one for each non-
trivial pattern of missingness, and thus scale poorly with the dimension of the data d. Their
applicability to estimating statistical models from incomplete data has thus been strongly
limited and our paper addresses this gap in the literature.

Main contributions

Our main contribution is a novel general-purpose method for estimating statistical models
from incomplete data. The method combines the computational performance of VI and the
expressiveness of Markov chains, which makes it well-suited for modern (deep) statistical
models. Crucially, the method only requires d rather than 2d − 1 variational distributions
and thereby overcomes the limitations of existing (amortised) VI methods that prevented
their use for model estimation from incomplete data. We achieve this reduction from expo-
nential to linear growth by leveraging techniques that are related to those used by popular
imputation methods (see Section 2.3). As the proposed method is based on variational
inference (VI) and the Gibbs sampler, we call it variational Gibbs inference (VGI).

Figure 1 illustrates VGI.1 The method starts with K initial random imputations of
the missing values of each incomplete data-point. Each iteration of our algorithm has two
steps—a learning and an imputation step. In the learning step, the statistical model and
the variational distributions are updated by maximising a variational lower-bound on the
log-likelihood ( a○ and c○ in the figure). In the imputation step, the missing values are
imputed via pseudo-Gibbs sampling using the learnt variational distributions ( b○ in the
figure). These imputations are persistent and updated in subsequent iterations. In this
way, the initial imputations iteratively adapt to the target statistical model, such that
they follow the joint distribution of the missing variables conditional on the observed data.
Moreover, our method facilitates parameter sharing across missingness patterns by using
an amortised inference model and is amenable to parallelisation, which further increases
computational efficiency.

1. An interactive demo is available at github.com/vsimkus/variational-gibbs-inference.
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Variational Gibbs inference

Figure 1: A schematic illustration of our method on a 3D toy model pθ(x1, x2, x3), with
missingness only in the first two dimensions for ease of exposition.
The top row along the arrow shows contours of the model pθ(t) with parameters
θ(t) learnt iteratively as it approaches the complete-data estimate p∗.
The zoomed-in pane details an iteration of the algorithm, where:
a○ univariate variational conditionals q(xj | xrj) are learnt from pθ(x) and
b○ used to update the imputations via pseudo-Gibbs sampling;
c○ pθ(x) is learnt using the imputed data via a variational objective.

Compared to standard VI, our approach reduces the number of variational dis-
tributions that need to be learnt from 2d − 1 to d.
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Overview of the paper

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides background on statistical model
estimation and standard variational inference for incomplete data, discusses the technical
gap in the literature on amortised variational inference of missing data, and describes a
classical approach for missing data imputation that is related to our work.

In Section 3, we derive the VGI optimisation objective (Section 3.1), present the VGI
algorithm (Section 3.2), and discuss practical considerations for modelling the variational
Gibbs conditionals (Section 3.3). We further introduce a block-Gibbs version of VGI (Sec-
tion 3.4), which we later use in Section 5.3 to adapt our method specifically to the varia-
tional autoencoder (VAE, Kingma and Welling, 2013; Rezende et al., 2014). The details of
evaluating models fitted with VGI for model selection using incomplete held-out data are
presented next (Section 3.5). A discussion in Section 3.6 on the similarities and differences
between VGI and related methods closes Section 3.

In Section 4, we validate and analyse our method on low- and high-dimensional toy
problems where analytical solutions exist. In Section 5 we compare VGI against model-
specific estimation methods on a VAE model and show that VGI produces competitive
results in terms of model accuracy. In Section 6 we apply our general-purpose method to
normalising flow estimation (Rezende and Mohamed, 2015) and show that it can outperform
a flow-specific estimation method.

In Section 7 we summarise our findings and discuss possible future research directions.

2 Background

In this section we provide the background on statistical model estimation and variational
inference with missing data, amortised variational inference, and a popular missing data
imputation method based on conditional modelling. We highlight the shortcomings of those
methodologies that the proposed method addresses.

2.1 Model estimation and variational inference with incomplete data

Statistical model estimation from observed data is typically solved via maximum-likelihood
estimation (MLE). Following Little and Rubin (2002) the marginal observed likelihood for
incomplete data is defined via a joint model pθ(xobs,m) of the observed variables of interest
xobs and the binary missingness mask m,

pθ(xobs,m) =

∫
pθ(xobs,xmis)p(m | xobs,xmis) dxmis, (1)

where the complete variable of interest x is defined by its observed and missing components
x = (xobs,xmis), pθ(xobs,xmis) is the statistical model of the data, and p(m | xobs,xmis) is
the missingness model representing the missing data mechanism. In this paper we assume
that data are missing at random (MAR) or missing completely at random (MCAR) so that
the missingness model can be ignored when estimating the statistical model of the data
pθ(x) (Rubin, 1976). The maximum likelihood estimate of the parameters θ is then given
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x1 x11 ? x13 x14

x2 ? x22 x23 ?

x3 ? ? ? x34
...

...

m1 1 0 1 1

m2 0 1 1 0

m3 0 0 0 1
...

...

q(ximis | xiobs)
q(x12 | x11, x13, x14)
q(x21, x

2
4 | x22, x23)

q(x31, x
3
2, x

3
3 | x34)

...

Figure 2: Left: Observed incomplete data. Middle: missingness mask. There are poten-
tially as many as 2d different missingness patterns. Right: corresponding varia-
tional posterior distributions.

by

arg max
θ

N∏
i=1

pθ(xiobs,m
i) = arg max

θ

N∏
i=1

∫
pθ(xiobs,x

i
mis) dximis, (2)

where N is the number of data-points and i denotes the index of a data-point. A brief
review of the different missingness mechanisms and a proof of the above is provided in
Appendix A.

The integral over the missing components in (2) is typically intractable, which renders
the likelihood and hence standard maximum-likelihood estimation intractable. Exactly the
same problem occurs when estimating latent-variable models. Indeed, we can consider the
missing components to be latent variables and hence obtain a tractable lower bound on
the log-likelihood as done in variational inference (VI, Jordan et al., 1999). Following the
standard derivation of the evidence lower-bound (ELBO) (e.g. Barber, 2017, Chapter 11.2),
the bound on the log-likelihood for N incomplete data points is

1

N

N∑
i=1

log pθ(xiobs) ≥
1

N

N∑
i=1

Eq(ximis|x
i
obs)

[
log

pθ(xiobs,x
i
mis)

q(ximis | xiobs)

]
,

where q(ximis | xiobs) are the variational distributions. Maximising the ELBO with respect
to the model parameters θ and variational distributions q ∈ Q in some distributional family
Q yields an approximate MLE solution to (2). If the variational distributions are equal to
the model conditionals pθ(ximis | xiobs) for all xiobs then the bound is tight and the solution
can be made exact.2

Whilst it is straightforward to obtain a tractable lower bound on the log-likelihood,
there is a crucial complication in the missing data problem that sets it apart from standard
(amortised) VI problems: for d-dimensional data, there is not one but possibly 2d − 1 such
variational conditional distributions, namely one for each non-trivial pattern of missingness,

2. Note that to be able to satisfy this condition the variational family should include the model conditionals
pθ(ximis | xiobs) ∈ Q. Still, such specification may not guarantee the exactness of the MLE solution, since
due to local optima in the ELBO the variational distributions may not perfectly match the model
conditionals.
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as illustrated in Figure 2. This raises fundamental technical issues that have prevented
the application of VI to parameter estimation from incomplete data. We discuss these
complications in the next subsection.

2.2 The difficulty of amortising missing variable inference

Classical variational inference requires the specification of one variational distribution q per
observed data-point, but such an approach is computationally inefficient in modern large-
scale use-cases due to a lack of parameter sharing. An amortised version of VI (Gershman
and Goodman, 2014) deals with this issue by incorporating global parameter sharing. The
key idea in amortised VI is to parametrise the conditional variational distribution by a
deterministic function, or an inference network, of the observed inputs with globally shared
parameters φ. However, in the missing data setting we want to represent all 2d − 1 condi-
tional distributions caused by the different missingness patterns. The exponential growth
in the number of missingness patterns means that the näıve approach of using one infer-
ence network per pattern results in a lack of parameter sharing across data-points even for
moderate-dimensional data, thus cancelling the computational advantages of amortised VI.

Efficiently amortising a variational distribution qφ(xmis | xobs) for any (xmis,xobs) ∈ x
entails simultaneously dealing with two problems: (i) handling all possible combinations of
variables in the conditioning set, e.g. for all xobs ∈ x\xmis, and (ii) constructing pdfs/pmfs
for arbitrary sets of target variables xmis ∈ x \ xobs. Existing work has focused on the first
problem, approaching it by either simply fixing the input dimensionality of the inference
network to d and then padding the missing inputs with zeroes (Nazábal et al., 2018; Mattei
and Frellsen, 2019), or using permutation-invariant network architectures (Ma et al., 2019).
However, there is no work in the VI literature that addresses the second problem.3 Dealing
with this problem requires care—placing restrictions on the variational family may result
in a biased estimate of the target statistical model (as shown below). Hence, to match
the possibly complex conditional distributions of the target model we would like to use
unrestricted probabilistic models for the variational family whilst still being able to take
advantage of the increased efficiency of amortised VI.

We illustrate how restricting the variational family can reduce the quality of the fitted
target model. For example, taking inspiration from mean-field VI (e.g. Bishop, 2006, Sec-
tion 10.1.1) one may assume independence of the missing variables given the observed and
work with variational distributions of the form

qφ(ximis | xiobs) =
∏

j∈idx(mi)

qφ(xij | xiobs),

where idx(mi) denotes the set of indices of the missing values in the data-point. However,
in Figure 3 we show that such independence assumption can significantly bias the learnt
probabilistic model by artificially reducing correlations in the completed data, with the bias
increasing with the fraction of missingness.

In this work, we introduce a novel variational method that can fit statistical models using
only d variational conditionals, thus facilitating parameter sharing without introducing
strong statistical assumptions or restricting their modelling capability.

3. But see Section 3.6 for related work.
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Figure 3: Percent bias measured on the test log-likelihood of a toy factor analysis model
with correct (red) and incorrect (blue) modelling assumptions. Log-likelihood
was computed on complete test data. We observe that with the incorrect inde-
pendence assumption xj ⊥⊥ xmisrj | xobs for ∀j ∈ idx(m) the bias is significantly
larger compared to the correctly-specified joint model. Percent bias is computed

as 100 ·
∣∣∣(E [`(pθ)

]
− `(p∗))/`(p∗)

∣∣∣ (e.g. van Buuren, 2018, Chapter 2.5), where

`(pθ) and `(p∗) are the average log-likelihood on test data using the fitted pθ
and the ground truth p∗ models, and the expectation is over different runs of the
learning algorithm.

2.3 Imputing missing data with fully-conditional models

For multivariate missing data, imputations can be generated by iteratively sampling uni-
variate conditional distributions f(xj | xrj ;φj) for ∀j ∈ idx(m) with local parameters φj .
Imputation methods in this family, which learn the conditionals and impute the data iter-
atively, are known as fully-conditional specification (FCS) or sequential iterative regression
methods (Brand, 1999; Rubin, 2003; van Buuren et al., 2006). They have been essential
tools in statistical analysis of incomplete data for over two decades.

The most popular of the FCS imputation methods is multivariate imputation by chained
equations (MICE, van Buuren and Oudshoorn, 2000). MICE is an iterative framework that
starts with a random imputation from the observed data and then sequentially imputes
each incomplete variable one-by-one. Each step consists of fitting a conditional distribution
f(xj | xrj ;φj) on the data-points where xj is observed via regression and then imputing
the xj in data-points where it is not observed by sampling the learnt conditional (see
Appendix C for more details about MICE). To capture the uncertainty of the missing
variables, the MICE procedure is usually independently repeated K number of times to
obtain K imputations of the missing data, an approach known as multiple-imputation (MI,
Rubin, 1987a). After imputation, statistical models pθ(x) can be fit on the imputed data

7
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sets using standard methods for complete data.4 We provide more background on such an
“impute-then-fit” approach in Appendix D.

Whilst the sampling procedure bears some similarity to Gibbs sampling (Geman and
Geman, 1984), see Appendix B for a short review, an important theoretical difference
between Gibbs sampling and FCS is that in standard Gibbs sampling one starts with a
joint model of the target distribution and then, by decomposing it into full-conditionals,
samples a Markov chain that will eventually converge to the joint target distribution. On
the other hand, the univariate distributions with disjoint parameters φj in FCS are not
guaranteed to have a joint distribution (Arnold et al., 1999, Section 1.6), which is why this
approach has been called pseudo-Gibbs sampling5 (Heckerman et al., 2000). Nevertheless,
despite the possibly incompatible univariate distributions, it has been empirically found
that the procedure can generate good imputations of multivariate missing values in many
practical settings (Rubin, 2003; van Buuren et al., 2006), which motivates us to use a similar
factorisation to represent the variational distributions of the missing variables.

FCS has several desirable properties: (i) it easily lends itself to the specification of flexi-
ble imputation models since even for univariate Gaussian conditionals the joint distribution
can be complex and multi-modal (e.g. Arnold et al., 1999, Section 3.4), (ii) heterogenous
data (mixed continuous and discrete) can be handled by using different distribution families
for each conditional, (iii) it alleviates the problem of having to learn 2d − 1 joint missing
variable distributions into one that requires learning only d univariate Gibbs conditionals,
and (iv) univariate conditional distributions can be easily constrained to prevent invalid
imputation values.

Inspired by the empirical success of FCS methods on multiple-imputation tasks, in
the next section we propose a variational approach that characterises the joint variational
distributions qφ(xmis | xobs) via d variational full-conditional models. Thus, the joint
variational distribution qφ(xmis | xobs) can be made very flexible since we neither require
strong statistical independence assumptions nor restrictive distributional assumptions on
the variational families (see Section 2.2), which enables us to well optimise the ELBO and
hence obtain a good (approximate) MLE estimate of the statistical model pθ(x). In this
way, we generalise variational inference of univariate missing data to the multivariate case,
akin to how FCS generalises univariate regression-based imputation to the multivariate
setting (e.g. van Buuren, 2018, Chapter 4.5.1).

3 Variational Gibbs inference

We present variational Gibbs inference (VGI) to estimate the parameters of statistical mod-
els from incomplete data by maximising a variational lower-bound on the log-likelihood.
The method requires only d variational conditionals and uses an iterative algorithm that
alternates between two steps: (i) the learning step which fits the statistical model and the
variational conditionals by optimising the variational objective, and (ii) the imputation-step
which updates persistent pseudo-Gibbs chains that provide the imputations for each incom-

4. However, the standard multiple-imputation workflow for parameter estimation is generally not applica-
ble to statistical models when their parameters are not identifiable, as is most often the case in deep
generative models, and hence caution must be taken (see Appendix D).

5. Sometimes also called incompatible Gibbs sampling or compound conditional specification (Rubin, 2003).
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Term Reference Description

pθ(x) Sec. 2.1 Statistical model of the data
qφj (xj | xmisrj ,xobs) Sec. 3.3 Variational conditionals

τφ(xmis | xobs, x̃mis) Eq. (4) Gibbs transition kernel
τ̃φ(xmis | xobs, x̃mis) Eq. (15) Extended(-Gibbs) transition kernel (see Appendix E)
f tφ(xmis | xobs) Eq. (5) Marginal distribution of a Markov chain at step t

J tVGI(θ,φ;xobs) Eq. (9) The VGI objective for a single data-point xobs at step t

Table 1: A glossary of key terms used in VGI.

plete data-point. The following sections introduce the variational objective (Section 3.1)
and the VGI algorithm (Section 3.2), discuss practicalities to consider when modelling the
variational conditionals (Section 3.3), explain how VGI can be adapted to specific statistical
models, such as latent-variable models (Section 3.4), describe the details of evaluating the
method on incomplete held-out data (Section 3.5), and finally discusses the related work
(Section 3.6).

3.1 The variational objective

We derive a variational ELBO to estimate the statistical model pθ(x) from incomplete data
using the marginal distributions f tφ(xmis | xobs) of Markov chains with learnable param-
eters φ as the variational distribution of the missing variables. Maximising the objective
allows us to learn the parameters θ of the model pθ(x) and the parameters φ of the Gibbs
transition kernel τφ(xmis | xobs, x̃mis),

6 or equivalently, the parameters of the d univariate
Gibbs conditionals (variational conditionals) qφj (xj | x̃misrj ,xobs) which characterise the
kernel. By learning the kernel τφ we can match the marginal distributions of the imputa-
tion Markov chains f tφ to the conditional distributions of the target model pθ(xmis | xobs).
Consequently, the variational conditionals qφj (xj | xmisrj ,xobs) are learnt to approximate
the true conditionals pθ(xj | xmisrj ,xobs).

Representing the variational distribution implicitly via the samples of a Markov chain
allows the VGI method to work with a flexible variational model for adaptive imputations,
which in turn enables tightening of the variational lower-bound and thus the maximisation
of the likelihood. Moreover, by representing the kernel with d variational conditionals,
VGI achieves efficient amortisation of the exponentially-many distributions of missing data,
similar to fully-conditional imputation methods discussed in Section 2.3. A summary of the
key terms in VGI is provided in Table 1.

We start our derivation with the standard variational ELBO, but with the marginal
distribution f tφ of a Markov chain as the variational distribution

log pθ(xobs) ≥ L(θ, f tφ;xobs), L(θ, f tφ;xobs) = Ef tφ(xmis|xobs)

[
log

pθ(xmis,xobs)

f tφ(xmis | xobs)

]
, (3)

where t denotes the iteration of our algorithm. To maximise the likelihood of the model pθ
we want the bound to be sufficiently tight, and hence f tφ needs be flexible and not biased

6. We use x̃mis to denote the previous imputation value before the transition.
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by the choice of the initial imputation distribution f0. The flexibility of the marginal
distribution of a Markov chain depends on the kernel, and the bias induced by the choice
of f0 decreases with the number of steps t in the Markov chain (e.g. Cover and Thomas,
2006, Chapter 4.4). Hence we want τφ to be flexible and t to become sufficiently large.

However, we cannot evaluate the above lower-bound since the imputation distribution
f tφ(xmis | xobs) is implicitly-defined by the Markov chain. Moreover, maximising the bound
with respect to the parameters θ and φ with gradient-based methods would be expensive
for large t and might suffer from gradient instability. Rather than estimating the gradients
of the above lower-bound with respect to φ over the full length of the Markov chain, we
propose “cutting” the chain just before the current transition and optimising the transition
kernel τφ greedily as we sample. The imputations obtained in iteration t will then be re-used
in the next iteration to further improve τφ and pθ. This allows us to derive a tractable and
efficient variational method.

We choose the kernel, which transforms the imputations from the previous iteration,
x̃mis, and produces updated imputations xmis, to be Gibbs (hence the name of the method)
and define it as follows

τφ(xmis | xobs, x̃mis) =
∑

j∈idx(m)

π(j)qφj (xj | xmisrj ,xobs)δ(xmisrj − x̃misrj), (4)

where the dimension index j ∈ idx(m) is controlled by a fixed uniform selection distribution
π(j) of a random-scan Gibbs sampler, xj and xmisrj denote the j-th missing dimension
and the remaining missing dimensions of xmis respectively, and the kernel is specified by
the d variational conditionals qφj (xj | xmisrj ,xobs). Alternatively, we can also let the
updated imputation xj depend on the previous imputation value x̃j , which gives variational
conditionals of the form qφj (x

t
j | xobs, x̃

t−1
j , x̃t−1misrj). We call a kernel τ̃φ (or subsequently

the variational model) that uses this form of conditionals an extended-Gibbs kernel (or,
for conciseness, extended kernel) and provide an analogous derivation of this section in
Appendix E.

Marginalising out x̃mis in (4) with respect to the imputation distribution f t−1 from the
previous step in the Markov chain gives the imputation distribution after a single Gibbs
update

f tφ(xmis | xobs) =

∫
τφ(xmis | xobs, x̃mis)f

t−1(x̃mis | xobs) dx̃mis (5)

=
∑

j∈idx(m)

π(j)f tφ(xmis | xobs, j)

= Eπ(j)
[
f tφ(xmis | xobs, j)

]
, (6)

where f tφ(xmis | xobs, j) is the imputation distribution f t−1 updated in dimension j,

f tφ(xmis | xobs, j) = qφj (xj | xmisrj ,xobs)f
t−1(xmisrj | xobs). (7)

Note that the absence of φ in f t−1 corresponds to the aforementioned “cutting” of the
chain.

10
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Now, we continue with the standard ELBO from (3) and use (6) and (7) to derive the
variational Gibbs ELBO at iteration t

Lt(θ,φ;xobs)
(6)
= Eπ(j)f tφ(xmis|xobs,j)

[
log

pθ(xobs,xmis)

f tφ(xmis | xobs)

]

= Eπ(j)f tφ(xmis|xobs,j)

[
log

pθ(xobs,xmis)

f tφ(xmis | xobs, j)
+ log

f tφ(xmis | xobs, j)

f tφ(xmis | xobs)

]

= Eπ(j)f tφ(xmis|xobs,j)

[
log

pθ(xobs,xmis)

f tφ(xmis | xobs, j)

]
+ Eπ(j)DKL(f tφ(xmis | xobs, j) || f tφ(xmis | xobs))

≥ Eπ(j)f tφ(xmis|xobs,j)

[
log

pθ(xobs,xmis)

f tφ(xmis | xobs, j)

]
(7)
= Eπ(j)f t−1(xmisrj |xobs)qφj (xj |xmisrj ,xobs)

[
log

pθ(xobs,xmis)

qφj (xj | xmisrj ,xobs)

]
− Eπ(j)f t−1(xmisrj |xobs)

[
log f t−1(xmisrj | xobs)

]
,

(8)

where the inequality follows from the non-negativity of KL divergence. If xmis is independent
of j, which holds for the stationary distribution of the Markov chain characterised by
the variational conditionals (see Appendix F), then the KL divergence term is zero and
maximising (8) is equivalent to maximising (3).

The ELBO in (8) can be optimised efficiently with respect to θ and φ since only samples
from the imputation distribution f t−1(xmis | xobs) are needed and the intractable entropy
term in the last line of the equation does not depend on the parameters θ or φ, and hence
does not need to be computed. Removing the entropy term, we obtain the variational Gibbs
inference (VGI) objective J tVGI at iteration t for one incomplete data-point xobs:

7

J tVGI(θ,φ;xobs) = Eπ(j)f t−1(xmisrj |xobs)qφj (xj |xmisrj ,xobs)

[
log

pθ(xj ,xmisrj ,xobs)

qφj (xj | xmisrj ,xobs)

]
(9)

Importantly, while cutting the chain removes the entropy of f t−1 from the objective func-
tion, the entropy of the variational conditionals remains. This prevents the collapse of the
variational conditionals to point masses and consequently also prevents the collapse of the
joint imputation distribution f t that is sampled using the fitted conditionals.8

For N incomplete data-points we will maximise the averaged objective to obtain the
parameter estimates θ̂ and φ̂ at iteration t

θ̂t, φ̂t = arg max
θ,φ

1

N

N∑
i=1

J tVGI(θ,φ;xiobs). (10)

7. The objective using the extended kernel (Appendix E) is almost the same, but the variational conditional
additionally includes a dependency on x̃j and hence depends on all of the imputed variables from the
previous iteration (x̃j ,xmisrj) ∼ f t−1(xmis | xobs).

8. Note that the imputation distribution f t−1(xmisrj | xobs) is kept fixed when we maximise the objective
J tVGI(θ,φ;xobs) with respect to θ and φ, due to the “cutting” of the Markov chain. After updating the
parameters, we update f t−1(xmisrj | xobs) via the updated transition kernel according to (5).
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In practice, we optimise (10) using stochastic gradient ascent and approximate the expec-
tations in J tVGI with Monte Carlo integration

Ĵ tVGI(θ,φ;xobs) =
1

K

K∑
k=1

1

M

M∑
m=1

[
log

pθ(xkjm ,x
k
misrjm ,xobs)

qφj (x
k
jm | xkmisrjm ,xobs)

]
, (11)

where xkjm ∼ qφj (x
k
jm | xkmisrjm ,xobs), j

m ∼ π(j), xkmisrjm ∼ f t−1(xmisrjm | xobs), and K
is the number of imputations for each incomplete data-point, M is the number of samples
used to approximate the expectation with respect to j (and xj), and f t−1 is represented via
samples from a fixed number of Markov chains. We empirically found that using small M
and K was sufficient in most of our experiments.9

To summarise, we have derived the key VGI objective J tVGI, which maximises a lower-
bound on the log-likelihood using samples from a marginal distribution of a variational
Markov chain at any iteration t. Importantly, the objective uses only d variational condi-
tionals to represent all 2d − 1 possible conditional distributions of missing data. We next
describe the VGI algorithm which integrates the optimisation of the iteration-dependent
variational objective J tVGI and sampling from the Markov chains f t(xmis | xobs) into an
iterative procedure.

3.2 The VGI algorithm

The variational Gibbs inference (VGI) algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1 with subroutines
summarised in Algorithms 2-5.10 The core objective of the algorithm is to fit a statistical
model pθ on incomplete dataset D using a variational model qφ of the Gibbs conditionals
that is learnt jointly with pθ. The method uses stochastic gradient optimisation (e.g. Spall,
2003; Ruder, 2017) to learn the parameters θ and φ efficiently by processing the dataset
in mini-batches, which are randomly chosen subsets of the full dataset D. Algorithm 1
consists of three stages: initialisation, model warm-up, and the main iterative stage, which
we describe below.

Initialisation In line 1 the algorithm starts with an incomplete dataset D = {(xiobs,mi)}i
and produces a K-times imputed dataset DK = {(xiobs,mi,x

(i,1)
mis , . . . ,x

(i,K)
mis )}i, where each

incomplete data-point is imputed using an initial imputation distribution x
(i,k)
mis ∼ f0(xmis |

xiobs). The f0 should be chosen such that it provides a good starting distribution for
the Gibbs sampler. Empirically we found that choosing f0 to be the marginal empirical
distribution worked well, which corresponds to the maximum-entropy distribution of the
missing data.

Warm-up The warm-up stage (lines 2-3) has two parts: a variational model qφ initialisa-
tion stage (line 2) and a statistical model pθ warm-up stage (line 3), which we describe below
in the given order. We note that the warm-up stage can be optional, however we empiri-
cally found that it allows the models to take reasonable initial values, which can sometimes
improve the model fit or stabilise the learning for a small additional initialisation cost.

9. We found K ∈ [5, 10] and M ∈ [1, 10] sufficient in our experiments.
10. Note that in our experiments we use optimised implementation of the algorithms by parallelis-

ing the loops where possible. Our implementation is available at https://github.com/vsimkus/

variational-gibbs-inference.
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Algorithm 1 Variational Gibbs inference (VGI) algorithm

Input: pθ(x), statistical model with parameters θ
qφj (xj | xrj) for j ∈ {1 . . . d}, variational conditional models with parameters φ
D, incomplete dataset
K, number of imputations of each incomplete data-point
f0(xmis | xobs), initial imputation distribution
αθ and αφ, the parameter learning rates
max epochs, number of epochs

Output: θ,φ, and K-times imputed data DK
1: Create K-times imputed data DK using f0

2: Warm up the parameters φ of the variational model qφ using Algorithm 2
3: Warm up the parameters θ of the statistical model pθ using Algorithm 4
4: for t in [1,max epochs] do
5: for mini-batch BK in DK do
6: Update imputations in BK using pseudo-Gibbs sampler (see Algorithm 5)
7: Store the updated imputations in BK for use in the next epoch
8: Compute Ĵ tVGI in (11) using Algorithm 3

9: θt = θt−1 + αθ∇θĴ tVGI . Update params of pθ with a stochastic gradient step

10: φt = φt−1 + αφ∇φĴ tVGI . Update params of qφ with a stochastic gradient step
11: end for
12: end for

The warm-up procedure for the variational model is outlined in pseudo-code in Algo-
rithm 2. In standard variational inference for latent variable models, the variational model is
often initialised randomly. However, in the missing-data case, starting-out with randomly-
initialised variational conditionals may be sub-optimal since there is usually some observed
data that could be used to reasonably initialise the variational model. Therefore, to make
use of the available observed data, we suggest pre-training the variational inference net-
works on the observed values using maximum-likelihood estimation and stochastic gradient
ascent (SGA) via

φ̂ = arg max
φ

Jφ(DK), (12)

Jφ(DK) =
d∑
j=1

1

|obs(DK , j)|
∑

i∈obs(DK ,j)

1

K

K∑
k=1

log qφj (x
i
j | x(i,k)

mis ,x
i
obsrj),

where obs(DK , j) represents the set of indices of data-points that are observed in the j-
th dimension. This pre-training procedure is probabilistic regression for all dimensions
j ∈ [1, d] using the data where the j-th dimension is observed, with the missing values
imputed with a baseline imputation method (e.g. samples from the empirical marginals).11

We find that a small number of pre-training iterations is often sufficient to favourably

11. Care must be taken when warming-up the extended-Gibbs kernel to avoid poor initialisation of the
conditionals, see technical aside in Appendix E.
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initialise the variational model, which can boost the performance of the method and stabilise
training in the initial iterations of the main stage of the algorithm.

Next, the algorithm performs SGA on the parameters θ of the statistical model pθ
using the variational Gibbs objective ĴVGI in (11) (see Algorithms 3 and 4). This kind of
“warm-up” allows the parameters θ to take on reasonable initial values before the main
iterative stage starts. We qualitatively find that the warm-up stage generally needs to be
performed for a small number of iterations until the change in ĴVGI between consecutive
iterations falls below a threshold. Note that we keep the variational parameters φ fixed at
this stage so that the variational model does not deteriorate while the model pθ is being
initialised. Also, in this stage the imputed data in DK are not yet updated, they still follow
the initial imputation distribution f0. This is because we empirically found that early Gibbs
sampling can cause divergent imputation chains, training instability, or getting stuck in a
local optima.

Main stage The main stage of the algorithm iterates between updating the imputations
in DK and fitting the parameters θ and φ (see lines 6-10). For each mini-batch BK we first

update the imputed values x
(i,1)
mis , . . . ,x

(i,K)
mis using G Gibbs updates with the variational

conditionals (see Algorithm 5) and then update the parameters θ and φ using a single
stochastic gradient of the variational Gibbs objective Ĵ tVGI in (11), see Algorithm 3 on
computing the objective. These two steps (imputation and parameter update) are then
repeated until convergence or until the computational budget is exhausted.

We find that using a small number of Gibbs updates G is generally sufficient and prefer-
able in terms of the trade-off between compute cost and convergence rate.12 Moreover, a
large value of G may cause training instability due to the generalisation gap of the varia-
tional conditionals (see Section 3.5 for more details). Updating the imputations via Gibbs
sampling using the variational conditionals and storing them for the next iteration corre-
sponds to updating the marginal Markov chain distribution f t(xmis | xobs). Reusing the
imputations from the previous iteration, rather than re-sampling from scratch at each itera-
tion, is akin to using persistent chains that have previously been used in a different context
in Markov chain Monte Carlo methods (e.g. persistent contrastive divergence, Younes, 1999;
Tieleman, 2008).

3.3 Choosing the variational model

The performance of amortised variational methods, and hence also VGI, critically depends
on the choice of the functional family and the expressivity of the inference networks used
to parametrise them. To maximise the compatibility of the statistical model pθ and the
variational model qφ, we suggest the variational family should be chosen as one that includes
or is close to the family of the statistical model. If the target model pθ is a deep model, the
variational inference networks should use architectural blocks in the neural network that
are similar to the ones used in the target model.

We must also consider how to specify and parametrise the d variational conditionals. A
straightforward way to specify them is to use d inference networks with parameters φj , one
for each variational conditional. However, such an approach would be parameter-inefficient

12. We used G ∈ [1, 5] in our experiments.
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Algorithm 2 Variational model warm-up

Input: qφj (xj | xrj) for j ∈ {1 . . . d}, variational conditionals; DK , K-times imputed data;
αφ, the parameter learning rate; var warmup epochs, number of epochs.

Output: φ initialised on observed data using (12)
1: for tw in [1, var warmup epochs] do
2: for mini-batch BK in DK do
3: Jφ = 0
4: for j in [1, d] do
5: Jφ += 1

|obs(BK ,j)|J
j
φ(BK , j)

6: end for
7: φ← φ+ αφ∇φJφ
8: end for
9: end for

10: def J jφ(BK , j):
11: J jφ = 0

12: for xiobs,m
i,x

(i,1)
mis , . . . ,x

(i,K)
mis in BK do

13: if xij is observed then

14: J jφ += 1
K

∑K
k=1 log qφj (x

i
j | x

(i,k)
mis ,x

i
obsrj)

15: end if
16: end for
17: return J jφ

Algorithm 3 Compute VGI objective in (11)

Input: pθ(x), statistical model; qφj (xj | xrj) for j ∈ {1 . . . d}, variational conditionals;
BK , K-times imputed mini-batch; M , number of missing dimensions to sample.

Output: ĴVGI(θ,φ;xobs) averaged over all xiobs in mini-batch BK
1: ĴVGI = 0
2: for xiobs,m

i,x
(i,1)
mis , . . . ,x

(i,K)
mis in BK do

3: for k in [1,K] do

4: ĴVGI += 1
|BK |K Ĵ

(i,k)
VGI (xiobs,x

(i,k)
mis )

5: end for
6: end for

7: def Ĵ (i,k)
VGI (xiobs,x

(i,k)
mis ):

8: Ĵ (i,k)
VGI = 0

9: for m in [1,M ] do
10: jm ∼ π(j) . Sample from idx(mi)

11: xkjm ∼ qφj (xkjm | x
(i,k)
misrjm ,x

i
obs)

12: Ĵ (i,k)
VGI += log

pθ(x
k
jm ,x

(i,k)
misrjm ,x

i
obs)

qφj (x
k
jm |x

(i,k)
misrjm ,x

i
obs)

13: end for
14: return 1

M Ĵ
(i,k)
VGI

Algorithm 4 Statistical model warm-up

Input: pθ(x), statistical model
qφj (xj | xrj) for j ∈ {1 . . . d}
DK , K-times imputed data
αθ, the parameter learning rate
model warmup epochs, # of epochs

Output: θ initialised for the main loop

1: for tw in [1,model warmup epochs] do
2: for mini-batch BK in DK do
3: Estimate ĴVGI using Algorithm 3
4: θ ← θ + αθ∇θĴVGI

5: end for
6: end for

Algorithm 5 (Pseudo-)Gibbs sampling

Input: qφj (xj | xrj) for j ∈ {1 . . . d}
BK , K-times imputed mini-batch
G, number of Gibbs update steps

Output: BK with updated imputations

1: for xiobs,m
i,x

(i,1)
mis , . . . ,x

(i,K)
mis in BK do

2: for k in [1,K] do
3: for g in [1, G] do
4: j ∼ π(j) . Sample from idx(mi)

5: xj ∼ qφj (xj | x
(i,k)
misrj ,x

i
obs)

6: x
(i,k)
mis ← (x

(i,k)
misrj , xj)

7: end for
8: end for
9: end for
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and scale poorly to higher dimensional data. To address this, we suggest using the extended-
Gibbs conditionals qφj (x

t
j | xobs, x̃

t−1
j , x̃t−1misrj) (Appendix E), which allow the imputation xtj

to depend on the previous imputation value x̃t−1j . Then, we can use a single partially-shared
neural network where the parameters and the computations are shared in the first part of
the network for all conditional distributions. These two simple modifications allows us to
scale VGI to higher-dimensional data (see Appendix G for a more detailed discussion). We
investigate the effects of parameter-sharing and extended conditionals in Section 4.7.

Finally, an important caveat of our approach is that, due to approximation errors, the
fitted variational conditionals may not correspond to a joint distribution, which mirrors a
similar caveat of the FCS methods outlined in Section 2.3. Hence, pseudo-Gibbs sampling
using the fitted conditionals may diverge (we revisit this in Section 3.5 when discussing
model selection).13 Nevertheless, we show in the experimental sections that the VGI method
works well despite the lack of such convergence guarantees, similar to the existing FCS
imputations methods (see Section 2.3).

3.4 Variational block-Gibbs inference and latent-variable models

Thus far we have considered the general case where the number of possible missingness
patterns is 2d, with d being the dimensionality of the data. In some cases, missingness in a
block of dimensions may be coupled such that either all of the dimensions in the block are
missing or all are observed, which reduces the number of possible missingness patterns to
2s, where s is the number of such missing variable blocks, with s = d if the missingness in
no dimension is coupled.

We can adapt the VGI lower-bound in (8) and equivalently the VGI objective in (9) to
this scenario by letting j denote the index of a block of missing dimensions, rather than
the index of a single missing dimension. Hence, the univariate xj in (8) and (9) become
potentially multivariate random variables xj . We must then specify a variational model for
each block of missing dimensions, where we may choose to specify independent variational
models or partially-shared models as discussed in Section 3.3. The Gibbs update step in
line 6 of Algorithm 1 then corresponds to the update of a block-Gibbs sampler. Hence, we
refer to this method as the variational block-Gibbs inference (VBGI).

A particularly important instance of coupled missingness is the latent-variable model
pθ(xobs,xmis | xz)pθ(xz), where all of the latent-variables xz are missing together. If the
missingness of no other dimension is coupled, then j ∈ idx(m) ∪ {z} refers to either any
one of the missing dimensions or all of the latents. Rewriting J tVGI for this model we get
the following objective14

J tVBGI(θ,φ;xobs) = Ef t−1(x̃mis,x̃z |xobs)

(
∑

j∈idx(m)

π(j)Eqφj (xj |x̃misrj ,x̃z ,xobs)

[
log

pθ(xj , x̃misrj ,xobs | x̃z)pθ(x̃z)

qφj (xj | x̃misrj , x̃z,xobs)

]

13. Note that, after learning, we advocate using the estimated pθ for generating imputations if they were
required and not the variational conditionals.

14. Similar to the standard VGI case, the VBGI objective can optionally be adapted to use the extended-
Gibbs conditionals (see Appendix E).
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+ π(j = z)Eqφz (xz |x̃mis,xobs)

[
log

pθ(x̃mis,xobs | xz)pθ(xz)

qφz(xz | x̃mis,xobs)

])
, (13)

where qφz(xz | x̃mis,xobs) is the variational conditional for the latents xz. The grouping of
missing dimensions allows us to adapt VGI to latent-variable models. It forms the basis for
the variational autoencoder-specific version of VGI that we introduce in Section 5.

3.5 Evaluating VGI on incomplete held-out data

A common step in a machine learning workflow is the validation of the estimated model
on a held-out dataset, which is used in early stopping or model selection (e.g. Goodfel-
low et al., 2016). In the incomplete data case, we can expect that the held-out data are
also incomplete. One approach is to estimate the marginal log-likelihood log pθ(xobs) us-
ing importance sampling or sequential Monte Carlo methods (e.g. Barber, 2017), however
these approaches can be too computationally expensive to obtain reliable estimates of the
marginal on the held-out data, especially if we wanted to evaluate many models. Alterna-
tively, a validation loss, analogue to the training loss, is commonly used to select a model
that minimises it. The evaluation of the VGI objective in (9) on incomplete held-out data
requires the iterative evaluation of the variational conditionals (Gibbs sampling) on unseen
data. However, evaluating these conditionals on unseen data has known pitfalls. We will
first review these pitfalls, then explain how it affects the evaluation of VGI, and finally
suggest a simple procedure that enables the evaluation of the VGI objective on held-out
data and produces sample imputations.

Cremer et al. (2018) have shown that amortised variational distributions may be sig-
nificantly biased compared to the optimal variational distribution in the same variational
family, a phenomenon they called the amortisation gap. They have also demonstrated that
the amortisation gap is typically larger on held-out data if the variational model is fitted
only to the training data; we will refer to this as the inference generalisation gap (see also
the concurrent work by Zhang et al., 2021). The reason for the generalisation gap is over-
fitting of the variational inference network to its inputs, i.e. the training data, which is
generally a consequence of using finite-sized training datasets. Importantly, the inference
generalisation gap can appear even when the target model pθ has not been overfitted.

The same considerations apply to VGI since it is an amortised variational method. In
particular, the generalisation gap in VGI can cause the imputation Markov chains to di-
verge due to the compounding effect of the generalisation errors. This prevents a meaningful
evaluation of VGI on the held-out data. We have empirically observed that the chances of
divergent behaviour increases with the number of variational conditional models. Mattei
and Frellsen (2018) and Cremer et al. (2018) suggested to deal with the inference generali-
sation gap by fine-tuning the variational models on the held-out data. To avoid information
leakage from the held-out data into the model pθ, the estimated model and the correspond-
ing parameters θ are kept fixed during fine-tuning. Moreover, the fine-tuned variational
conditionals should not be used as part of the VGI training. A simple way to achieve this
is to make a copy of the variational model before fine-tuning and discarding it afterwards.

In Appendix H, Algorithm 6 we show the VGI fine-tuning procedure. The fine-tuning
starts with incomplete held-out data and then fills-in the missing values with random draws
from the initial imputation distribution f0 as in Algorithm 1. Then, during the first iter-
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ation it performs several rounds of Gibbs sampling over all missing values using the learnt
variational conditionals to improve the imputations. To mitigate possible divergent be-
haviour due to the inference generalisation gap in the first iteration, the procedure rejects
any values outside of the observed-data hypercube, defined by the minimum and maximum
values in the observed data. After the imputation warm-up in the first iteration, the algo-
rithm continues akin to the learning of φ in standard in VGI, fine-tuning the variational
kernel τφ and updating the imputations with a small number of Gibbs updates in each
iteration, where all proposed imputations are accepted—the acceptance region is no longer
necessary, since the kernel is being adapted to the (imputed) held-out data. At the end of
the procedure, we obtain the VGI loss on the held-out data as well as imputations of the
missing values.

The iterative validation procedure described in this section would be expensive if it were
used to continually monitor the validation loss during training. However, the validation loss
does not need to be computed at every iteration, computing it only every few iterations is
often sufficient. Moreover, we have empirically found that the cost of fine-tuning was often
only a small fraction of the training cost.

3.6 Related work

We here discuss work that is closely related or shares similarities to VGI.

Monte Carlo expectation-maximisation Monte Carlo EM (MCEM, Wei and Tanner,
1990) has been proposed as an extension of the classical expectation-maximisation (EM,
Dempster et al., 1977) algorithm to the setting where the required expectation with respect
to the conditional distributions of missing data does not have a closed form expression but
is approximated by a Monte Carlo sample average. The method requires sampling from
the conditional distribution of missing data at each iteration. Then, like VGI, MCEM
iteratively maximises the ELBO using sample imputations of the missing data. In contrast
to VGI, MCEM does not use a variational approximation but instead attempts to sample
the true conditional distribution, for example, with methods such as rejection sampling (e.g.
Barber, 2017, Chapter 27.1.2).

However, sampling from the conditional distributions in higher dimensions usually re-
quires Markov chain Monte Carlo methods (MCMC, e.g. Barber, 2017, Chapter 27.4), which
only asymptotically sample from the exact target distribution. In practice, MCMC is used
to sample chains of fixed length for computational reasons and hence it may not sample
the true conditional distribution. As a consequence, using samples from an unconverged
Markov chain in MCEM may adversely affect the learnt model pθ.

Similar to MCEM with MCMC, VGI also samples a Markov chain of imputations using
the variational kernel. However, in contrast to MCEM, where the MCMC sampler needs to
be restarted at each iteration and run for a sufficient amount of time, in VGI we use a single
persistent Markov chain that we update throughout training. This allows our method to
eventually sample better imputations of the missing data given that the algorithm is run for
long enough. In Section 6 we estimate a normalising flow model (Rezende and Mohamed,
2015; Papamakarios et al., 2021) from incomplete data with VGI and MCEM using flow-
specific MCMC and find that VGI outperforms MCEM both in terms of the computational
performance and accuracy. In an attempt to improve the performance of MCEM, we have
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empirically investigated the use of persistent chains in a Metropolis-Hastings version of
MCMC on normalising flows, but found that this drastically reduced the acceptance rate of
the proposed transitions and therefore also reduced the accuracy of the estimated statistical
model.

Markov chain variational inference Salimans et al. (2015) proposed a powerful frame-
work for combining Markov chain Monte Carlo methods and variational inference for latent-
variable models called Markov chain variational inference (MCVI). Similar to VGI they
propose a lower-bound on the log-likelihood using a Markov chain characterised via a vari-
ational transition kernel τ . However, the two methods differ fundamentally in their goals:
VGI attempts to learn a statistical model pθ from incomplete data while MCVI attempts
to efficiently and accurately approximate a conditional distribution under a fixed latent-
variable model. To achieve their goal, MCVI aims to optimise the variational kernel over
the full length of the Markov chain. In order to avoid computing the intractable integral
required to obtain the marginal distribution of a Markov chain f tφ they propose a further
lower-bound on the ELBO in (3) using a “reverse” transition kernel r, which predicts the
reverse path of the Markov chain sampled using the variational kernel τ . A näıve applica-
tion of MCVI to learn a statistical model would be expensive, since it requires simulating
long Markov chains of imputations and then backpropagating the gradients through the
sampling path. To simplify the optimisation problem, the authors of MCVI have also
briefly considered a sequential (greedy) approach similar to ours. However, as shown in
Section 3.1, VGI does not need to learn an auxiliary model of the “reverse” kernel r, and
in fact, replacing r in the MCVI lower-bound with the true reverse transition (e.g. Mur-
ray, 2007, Section 1.4) recovers the tighter lower-bound in (3) (see Appendix I), which is
approximately marginalised in VGI.

A further difference between VGI and MCVI is that MCVI has been developed for the
latent-variable and not the missing data setting. Hence, unlike VGI, it does not deal with
the problem of how to handle the 2d−1 possible patterns of missingness and the consequent
exponential growth in the number of required variational distributions.

Coordinate ascent variational inference The VGI objective in (9) is related to coordi-
nate ascent variational inference (CAVI, e.g. Bishop, 2006, Chapter 10.1.1; Blei et al., 2017,
Section 2.4), which also considers the update of only a single dimension using a univari-
ate variational distribution. However, the previous works only considered fully-factorised
variational distributions (mean-field assumption), which can significantly bias the estimate
of the statistical model as we have demonstrated in Section 2.2. In contrast, our method
works without introducing the mean-field factorisation using a highly-flexible implicit vari-
ational distribution given by the marginal of a pseudo-Gibbs sampler, which is adapted to
the model pθ by learning the transition kernel (univariate variational conditionals) of the
sampler.

Arbitrarily-conditional models A separate line of research focuses on constructing
models such that any conditional distribution pθ(xu | xobs), where xu ⊆ x r xobs may
be arbitrarily chosen, is directly available (Li et al., 2020). One could use such models to
construct an amortised variational distribution for arbitrary missingness patterns pθ(xmis |
xobs) and use it in the variational ELBO to fit a target statistical model. However, unlike
the variational conditionals in VGI that we can choose freely, such arbitrarily-conditional
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models typically have restricted modelling capabilities compared to their non-conditional
counterparts.

Substantive model compatible FCS As discussed in Section 2.3 our solution to the
2d−1 conditional missing data distributions bears similarity to existing imputation methods
in the fully-conditionally specified (FCS) family. Standard FCS methods are independent
of the target analysis model. However, Bartlett et al. (2015) have proposed a modified
version of the method, called substantive model compatible FCS (SMC-FCS), to generate
imputations that are congenial with target (nonlinear) regression model. There is thus
some similarity to VGI in the sense that both methods take the target model into account.
However, SMC-FCS is about imputing data compatible with regression models (and hence
is for supervised learning), while our method estimates joint statistical models (and hence
is focused on unsupervised learning). From our understanding SMC-FCS does not apply or
readily extend to our setting.

Bayesian data augmentation Alternatively to maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE)
methods, such as the EM or VI, one can also use Bayesian inference to learn models from
incomplete data. The advantage of Bayesian methods is that they provide a natural way
to evaluate the epistemic uncertainty of the model. One classical method is the data aug-
mentation (DA) algorithm (Tanner and Wong, 1987). In DA, one must first specify a prior

over the parameters of the model p(θ) and assume initial imputations X
(0)
mis.

15 Then, the

algorithm iteratively samples the posterior over the parameters θ(t) ∼ p(θ | X(t−1)
mis , Xobs)

and updates imputations (or augmentations) X
(t)
mis ∼ p(X

(t)
mis | Xobs,θ

(t)). After an initial
warm-up (or burn-in) period, the algorithm produces samples of the missing values and
model parameters from the posterior distribution p(Xmis,θ | Xobs). Similar to VGI, the
iterative procedure in DA is a Gibbs sampler. The main difference between the two is
that DA treats the parameters of the model just like the missing variables and samples
them accordingly. However, for complex models, just like in the MCEM case, the required
distributions are usually only known up to a proportionality and hence computationally ex-
pensive MCMC methods would be required to sample them. Moreover, Bayesian inference
for modern statistical models, such as VAEs and flows, suffers from scalability issues and is
still an active area of research (Gal, 2016; Maddox et al., 2019; Izmailov et al., 2021; Abdar
et al., 2021).

4 Experiments on toy models

In this section we demonstrate VGI on low- and high-dimensional factor analysis mod-
els. We analyse the accuracy of the learnt statistical models and the variational condi-
tionals as well as the effect of the extended-Gibbs variational conditionals. The code for
this and the following experimental sections is available at https://github.com/vsimkus/
variational-gibbs-inference.

15. We use the capital X to denote all data-points xi in the dataset.
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4.1 Factor analysis model

Factor analysis (FA, e.g. Barber, 2017, Chapter 21.1) is a linear latent-variable model that is
often used to discover unobserved factors z from observed data x. The prior distribution of
z is assumed to be a multivariate standard Gaussian p(z) = N (z; 0, I), and the distribution
of x given a value of z is

pθ(x | z) = N (x;Fz + µ,Ψ),

and the marginal distribution is

pθ(x) = N (x;µ,FF> + Ψ),

where the parameters θ are the mean vector µ, the factor matrix F , and the diagonal
matrix Ψ defining the variances of the observation noise.

FA is a linear version of the variational autoencoder (VAE, Kingma and Welling, 2013;
Rezende et al., 2014) that is often used as a toy model to analyse new methods (e.g. Williams
et al., 2018). Hence, we start our analysis on a FA model before proceeding to evaluate VGI
on more complex models in the next sections. Given its relative simplicity, it is possible
to fit a FA model on incomplete data with the expectation-maximisation (EM) algorithm
(see Appendix J for details). The EM algorithm provides a best-case solution that we
can use to gauge the accuracy of the model estimated by VGI (see below). Moreover,
reference conditional distributions pθ(xj | xrj) can be computed analytically (Petersen and
Pedersen, 2012), such that we can evaluate the accuracy of the variational conditionals,
which is instrumental to producing good imputations and subsequently—to achieving an
accurate fit of the model.

4.2 Data

We evaluate VGI on two datasets:

Toy data. A synthetic dataset generated with a 6-dimensional FA model with a 2-dimensional
latent space (see Appendix K for the ground truth parameters). The training dataset
has 6400 data-points and the test dataset has 5000 data-points.

FA-Frey. A synthetic 560-dimensional dataset based on the Frey data16, where a FA model
with 43 latent dimensions was first fitted on the original data and then used to syn-
thesise a new dataset. The training dataset has 2400 data-points and the test dataset
has 3000 data-points.

We consider five fractions of missingness in the training data, ranging from 16.6% to
83.3%, and simulate incomplete training data by generating a binary missingness mask
uniformly at random (MCAR). The data-points that are rendered fully missing are removed
from the training set, since doing so does not affect the maximum-likelihood estimate under
MAR or MCAR missingness.

Where the experiments are repeated multiple times to obtain confidence intervals, the
underlying training data are kept constant and only the missingness mask is re-sampled.

16. The original dataset is available at https://cs.nyu.edu/~roweis/data/frey_rawface.mat.
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Thus, the results demonstrate the accuracy of the estimation methods in the presence of
missing data, rather than the variability of the model estimate on different realisations from
the ground truth data generating distribution.

4.3 Experimental settings

In our evaluation, we assume that the statistical model pθ is well-specified. That is, we
fit a FA model to data following a FA model with the same latent dimensionality, so that
the evaluation can focus on the effect of missing data, rather than on robustness to model
specification. We parametrise Ψ as Ψ = exp(γ), initialise the parameter F with samples
from a standard normal distribution, and set µ and γ to 0 and 1 respectively.

We specify the variational conditionals in VGI to be univariate Gaussians whose param-
eters log σ2j and µj are given by the outputs of a fully-connected neural network. For the
toy data we use the standard variational conditionals with an independent network of two
hidden layers for each conditional. To make the computations more efficient on the FA-Frey
data, we use the extended variational conditionals with a partially-shared network: the first
two hidden layers share parameters and computations for all conditional distributions and
the last hidden layer has independent parameters for each distribution. The networks use
leaky ReLU activation functions with negative slope of 0.01 and the weights are initialised
using Kaiming initialisation (He et al., 2015).

We compute the univariate Gaussian entropy terms in (9) analytically using (e.g. Nor-
wich, 1993)

−EN (xj ;µj ,σ2
j )

[
logN (xj ;µj , σ

2
j )
]

=
1

2
log(2πσ2j ) +

1

2
,

where µj and log σ2j are given by the inference networks with input (x̃misrj ,xobs), or
(x̃mis,xobs) in the case of the extended variational conditionals.

We fit the model pθ(x) and the variational model using Algorithm 1. We use K = 5
imputation chains for each incomplete data-point, and G = 3 (toy-data) and G = 5 (FA-
Frey) Gibbs updates. In the Monte Carlo averaging in ĴVGI we select M = 1 (toy-data)
and M = 10 (FA-Frey) missing dimensions. To compute the gradients with respect to the
variational parameters we use the reparametrisation trick (Kingma and Welling, 2013). The
model parameters θ = (F ,µ,γ) are optimised using the Adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba,
2014), whereas the variational parameters φ are fitted using AMSGrad (Reddi et al., 2018),
since we found that using Adam on the variational parameters caused training instability.

4.4 Comparison methods

We compare VGI against the following methods:

EM (Complete). The ideal case where no data is missing, fitted using EM for FA.

Empirical sample imputation. A weak baseline where the incomplete data is K = 5
times imputed with random draws from the empirical distribution of the observed
values, then the FA model is fitted as described in Appendix D.

EM (Dempster et al., 1977). An optimal method where the model pθ is fitted using
EM for FA with missing data (see Appendix J). This method presents the best-case
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Figure 4: The accuracy of the fitted models pθ as measured by DKL(p∗ || pθ) on toy (left)
and FA-Frey (right) data. Smaller values are better. The error bars show stan-
dard error on the mean of five experiments with different missingness masks and
model initialisation. In the left figure, empirical sample imputation performed
significantly worse than the posterior approximating methods and hence is not
shown for missingness larger than 16.67%.

performance that could be achieved with a variational method, which is equivalent
to setting the variational distribution in VI equal to the true conditional distribution
(e.g. Barber, 2017, Chapter 11.2.2). Also, in contrast to the other methods, where
SGA is used, we here compute the updated distribution parameters analytically.

MICE (van Buuren and Oudshoorn, 2000). A pseudo-Gibbs sampler as described in
Section 2.3 that has been widely used in statistical analysis of incomplete data. MICE
code has originally been made available in R (van Buuren and Oudshoorn, 2000). We
have implemented MICE in Python using the IterativeImputer and Bayesian linear
ridge regression as the conditional imputation models, as implemented in the scikit-
learn package (Pedregosa et al., 2011). MICE is used to produce K = 5 imputations
and then the FA model is fitted as described in Appendix D. MICE is another strong
baseline because it should be able to produce imputations that are congenial to the
target model, since both MICE conditionals and the target FA model are linear Gaus-
sian models.

4.5 Accuracy of the fitted FA model

In this toy setting no over-fitting was observed, hence the model parameters θ̂ from the
final training iteration were used in the following evaluation for all methods.
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We evaluate the accuracy of the fitted FA model using the Kullback–Leibler divergence
DKL(p∗(x) || pθ(x)) between the ground truth model p∗ and the fitted statistical model
pθ on the two synthetic datasets, shown in Figure 4. It can be immediately seen that the
posterior-approximating methods (VGI, MICE, and EM) perform significantly better than
the simple empirical imputation baseline showing the clear advantage of these methods over
ad-hoc approaches commonly used in practice as a quick fix for missing data.

As expected, MICE performs well on both datasets since the linear imputation model
is congenial with the data distribution and the target model. VGI performs comparably to
MICE on the toy data (note the overlapping error bars) and shows significant improvement
on the FA-Frey data. The better performance on FA-Frey can be attributed to the fact
that contrary to MICE, where missing value imputations are generated prior and indepen-
dently of the model pθ, in VGI the imputations are generated with respect to the model
pθ and are not static throughout training, thus better representing the uncertainty of the
imputed values.17 On the toy data, both VGI and MICE achieved a performance that is
comparable to the optimal EM solution, but on the FA-Frey data, the gap between them
and EM increases with missingness. We show in Figure 15 of Appendix M that a similar
gap appears between EM and Monte Carlo EM (MCEM, Wei and Tanner, 1990) with SGA.
Hence, we attribute the performance gap to the stochasticity in the optimisation—Monte
Carlo averaging and stochastic gradient ascent—used within MCEM, MICE, and VGI, and
hence the gap could be reduced, given sufficient compute resources, via standard means in
stochastic optimisation.

4.6 Assessing estimation consistency

We further evaluate the statistical consistency of VGI on the toy FA model. The learning
rate was decayed according to a cosine schedule in order to satisfy the convergence condi-
tions of stochastic gradient ascent (SGA) (e.g. Spall, 2003, Chapter 4.3.2). Note that in
these experiments the variational family of the variational conditionals includes the true
conditional distributions, and hence the estimator is expected to be unbiased.

In Figure 5 we plot the log-log curves of the number of incomplete training data-points
versus the root mean squared error (RMSE) of the fitted model parameters18 (left subfigure)
and the KL divergence (right subfigure). The plots show a linear behavior in the logarithmic
domain, which indicates consistency and conforms with the asymptotic normality of the
MLE theory (e.g. Wasserman, 2005, Chapter 9.7). We note that a few points in the figure
fall above the linear curve. We attribute this to normal sample variation and to false
convergence of SGD due to a potentially sub-optimal learning rate decay schedule (Spall,
2003, Chapter 4.3.2) that could be addressed via hyper-parameter search.

4.7 Accuracy of the variational model

The imputation accuracy depends on the fit of the variational conditionals, which sub-
sequently influences the accuracy of the fitted model. Hence, we evaluate, and show in

17. We note that the performance of MICE could be improved by generating more imputations, however
with additional computations.

18. The factor loading matrix of the fitted model has been rotated using the (orthogonal) Procrustes rotation
(Ten Berge, 1977) before computing the RMSE to resolve the partial non-identifiability of the parameter.
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Figure 5: The accuracy of the fitted toy FA model in terms of RMSE with the ground
truth parameters (left) and KL divergence to the ground truth model (right) as
a function of the number of training samples (on a log-log scale). The error bars
show standard error on the mean of five experiments with different missingness
masks and model initialisation.

Figure 6, the quality of the fitted variational conditional distributions using the KL di-
vergence between the learnt conditionals and the ground truth distribution DKL(qφ(xj |
xrj) || p∗(xj | xrj)) in blue and the conditionals of the learnt statistical model DKL(qφ(xj |
xrj) || pθ(xj | xrj)) in red, where the conditional distributions are computed on test data19.

The KL divergence to the ground truth indicates how good the imputations sampled
from the variational conditionals are. It can be seen that the approximation of the ground
truth conditionals gets worse as the missingness increases, which is also in line with the
accuracy of the target model in Figure 4. This is expected since the variational conditionals
approximate the conditional distribution of the target model pθ.

In contrast, the KL divergence to the learnt model pθ shows how well the variational
conditionals approximate the true conditional distribution under the fitted model, this is
the objective that is minimised by JVGI so we expect it to be low. We observe that the
variational conditionals are good at the majority of test data-points (see red curves), however
we see a long tail where the variational approximations are poor (see the tail of the red
violin plot). This under-performance of the variational conditionals without fine-tuning
corresponds to the approximation gap discussed in Section 3.5. Hence, when performing
Gibbs sampling with the variational conditionals for model selection, some light fine-tuning
of the variational model might be necessary in order to prevent divergent Gibbs imputation
chains, as discussed in Section 3.5.

19. For the toy data, we also show results dissected by dimension in Appendix M, Figure 16.
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Figure 6: KL divergence, conditioned on the test set (left: toy data, right: FA-Frey data),
between the univariate variational conditional distributions and the ground truth
distribution DKL(qφj (xj | xrj) || p∗(xj | xrj)) (blue), and the posterior under
the learnt model DKL(qφj (xj | xrj) || pθ(xj | xrj)) (red). The lines show the
median KL divergence conditioned on the test set. In Appendix M, Figure 17 we
show a comparison using Wasserstein distance that displays a similar behaviour.
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Figure 7: Median KL divergence of the univariate variational conditional distributions, con-
ditioned on the toy test set. Comparing independent against shared-parameter
variational models.
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Furthermore, we see that the median KL divergence to the conditionals of the fitted
model remains constant for all fractions of missingness on the toy data, but it goes down with
increasing missingness on the FA-Frey data (solid red lines). We attribute this to the partial
weight sharing used in the variational model on FA-Frey data. We verify this by additionally
comparing an independent model (red) against a shared, but not extended, model (blue)
on the toy data in Figure 7.20 We can see that with the partially-shared model the KL
divergence on toy data also improves with missingness (dashed blue line), whilst it remains
almost constant for the independent model (dashed red line). The improved approximation
of the conditionals with increasing missingness and partially-shared variational models can
be explained by additional amortisation—it is akin to having more data to learn the same
number of parameters, which results in a better fit of the variational model.

We further investigated the effect of the extended variational model on the conditional
distributions using the toy data (Section 3.3): In Figure 7 we compare a shared varia-
tional model with the extended conditionals (green) to models with standard conditionals
(red and blue). We observe that the extended conditionals are close approximations of the
true Gibbs conditionals, and only slightly worse than the standard variational conditionals.
Moreover, the estimate of the model pθ is only slightly affected for missingness larger than
66% (see Figure 18 in Appendix M). Hence, we conclude that conditioning on an additional
variable x̃j in the extended-Gibbs variational model (Appendix E) results in inconsequen-
tial additional variability (“noise”) of the variational distributions. Importantly, in higher
dimensional problems, the noise due to conditioning on a single extra variable decreases.
There is no significant difference between VGI estimation accuracy with the standard vari-
ational conditionals and the extended conditionals when the data dimensionality is larger
(see Figure 19 in Appendix M). Hence, when the dimensionality is small and the compu-
tational cost is low it is best to use the standard variational conditionals, however, when
the dimensionality is large, it is more favourable to use the extended variational model for
computational reasons.

5 Experiments on VAE models

In this section we estimate VAE models from incomplete data. We compare the general-
purpose VGI method, VAE-specific methods based on VBGI, and existing VAE-specific
methods in the literature in terms of estimation accuracy and computational efficiency.

5.1 Variational autoencoder model

The variational autoencoder (VAE) is a non-linear descendant of the factor analysis model.
It is a latent-variable model with observables x and latent variables xz, defined via

pθ(x | xz) = N (x;µθ(xz),Ψθ(xz)), and p(xz) = N (xz; 0, I),

where the µθ and Ψθ are deep neural networks with parameters θ, and Ψθ(xz) is diagonal.
We use the Gaussian family for the generator, which is the most common case in the
VAE literature, although another family of distributions could also be used. The model is

20. We also compare the accuracy of the fitted FA models with both variational models on toy data in
Appendix M Figure 18, where we find both approaches comparable in the model pθ accuracy.
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typically optimised using variational inference (Kingma and Welling, 2013; Rezende et al.,
2014), where a variational distribution qφ(xz | x) is used to approximate the intractable
posterior pθ(xz | x). The parameters θ and φ are then optimised with stochastic gradient
ascent by maximising the following lower-bound

log pθ(x) ≥ Eqφ(xz |x)

[
log

pθ(x | xz)p(xz)
qφ(xz | x)

]
. (14)

5.2 Data

We evaluate VGI on a synthetic 560-dimensional VAE-Frey dataset, where a VAE model
with one hidden layer in the encoder and decoder and a 10-dimensional latent space was
first fitted on the Frey dataset, and then it was used to synthesise a new dataset that we
call VAE-Frey. We used the same VAE architecture as Kingma and Welling (2013). The
training dataset has 2400 data-points and the test dataset has 3000 data-points. The rest
of the data setup is identical to Section 4.2.

5.3 Experimental settings

As before, we specify a target VAE model to fit data following a ground truth VAE model
with the same architecture, so that the evaluation can focus on the effect of model estimation
from incomplete data, rather than on the robustness of the specified model.

We consider three VGI-based methods for fitting the VAE model:

VGI. This method does not use any assumptions of the statistical model pθ and hence
uses the univariate variational conditional formulation of VGI, as before. We specify the
variational encoder architecture to be equivalent to the encoder of the ground truth and
replace the log pθ(x) in JVGI in (9) with the VAE ELBO from (14).

We use the same univariate variational model with extended conditionals and partially-
shared parameters as in the FA-Frey data experiments in Section 4.3 and optimise the vari-
ational parameters using AMSGrad (Reddi et al., 2018). The other VGI hyper-parameters
are also equivalent to those used in the FA-Frey data experiments: K = 5 imputation
chains, G = 5 Gibbs update steps, and M = 10 sampled missing dimensions in ĴVGI.

VBGI-VAE. Here we use the structure and assumptions of a VAE to adapt the VGI
method to the model pθ.

First, VAE is a latent-variable model so we can treat the latent variables as missing and
group them together as we discussed in Section 3.4. We then specify a joint variational
distribution qφz(xz | x̃mis,xobs), which corresponds to the encoder of the standard VAE.

Second, the missing variables xmis are assumed to be conditionally independent Gaus-
sians given the latents xz, hence we can easily specify the joint distribution of the condi-
tionals qφj (xj | xmisrj , x̃z,xobs), j ∈ idx(m) using a shared variational model qφmis

(xmis |
x̃z,xobs) for all patterns of missingness, similar to the target generative model. To parametrise
qφmis

using a neural network, we pad the xobs with zeros for the missing dimensions to get
a fixed-size vector for all patterns of missingness.

Whilst the VAE model assumes that xmis and xobs are independent given xz, in the
variational conditionals qφmis

we do not simplify the conditioning set but condition on xobs as
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in the general VGI formulation. Conditioning on xobs compensates for possible information
loss about the true x∗z ∼ pθ(xz | xobs) due to the use of an approximation qφz , and hence
eases the learning of qφmis

. We empirically validated this theoretical argument against a
simplification of the variational conditional and observed that conditioning qφmis

on xobs,
as dictated by the general VGI methodology, is indeed crucial to the performance of the
method.

Then, the index j ∈ {mis, z} in the VGI objective refers to either all the missing variables
xmis or the latents xz. Incorporating the VAE assumptions into the VBGI objective for
latent-variable models from (13) we get the VAE-specific objective

J tVBGI-VAE(θ,φ;xobs) = Ef t−1(x̃mis,x̃z |xobs)

(

π(j = mis)Eqφmis
(xmis|x̃z ,xobs)

[
log

pθ(xmis,xobs | x̃z)p(x̃z)
qφmis

(xmis | x̃z,xobs)

]

+ π(j = z)Eqφz (xz |x̃mis,xobs)

[
log

pθ(x̃mis,xobs | xz)p(xz)
qφz(xz | x̃mis,xobs)

])
,

where π(j) = 1
2 for all j, meaning that we choose a uniform Gibbs selection probability. We

use K = 5 imputation chains and G = 2 Gibbs updates corresponding to one full update
of all unobserved variables xmis and xz, and optimise the above objective using the Adam
optimiser.

VBGI-VAE-M. Alternatively, we can use the conditional independence of the observ-
able variables given the latents for the VAE model to marginalise the missing observable
dimensions xmis from the likelihood, which is commonly done in the VAE literature for
incomplete data. Then, j = mis and the objective above simplifies to

J tVBGI-VAE-M(θ,φ;xobs) = Ef t−1(xmis|xobs)qφz (xz |xmis,xobs)

[
log

pθ(xobs | xz)p(xz)
qφz(xz | xmis,xobs)

])
.

To update the Markov chain distribution f t we perform block-Gibbs sampling using qφz(xz |
xmis,xobs) for the latents and pθ(xmis | xz) for the missing observables. This imputation
procedure was initially proposed by Rezende et al. (2014) for missing data imputation on
test data, however to the best of our knowledge it has not been considered for learning from
incomplete data. We use K = 5 imputation chains and G = 2 Gibbs updates corresponding
to one full update of all unobserved variables xmis and xz, and optimise the above objective
using the Adam optimiser.

In all of the above methods we use the reparametrisation trick (Kingma and Welling,
2013) to compute the gradients of the variational models.

5.4 Comparison methods

We compare the VGI-based methods against:

VAE (Complete). The ideal case where no data is missing, fitted using standard varia-
tional inference for VAEs (Kingma and Welling, 2013; Rezende et al., 2014).
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MICE (van Buuren and Oudshoorn, 2000). The same as in Section 4.4.

missForest (Stekhoven and Bühlmann, 2012). An iterative FCS method that uses
random forest to model the conditionals. Unlike MICE, the imputations are not
sampled but instead are replaced with the deterministic values predicted by the ran-
dom forest. Hence, while the method can be used on non-linear data, the imputations
may be biased by lack of uncertainty representation. We implemented the method in
Python using IterativeImputer and RandomForestRegressor for the conditional mod-
els from the scikit-learn package (Pedregosa et al., 2011). The default settings for
this method proved to be too computationally expensive on this dataset, hence to
make this method computationally feasible we traded-off the expressivity of the ran-
dom forest for better computational performance by limiting the number of decision
trees to 20 and the maximum depth of the trees to 20.21 Random forest methods are
typically piecewise-constant regressors, which means that by limiting the depth and
the number of trees, for reasons above, we may get a too coarse an approximation of
the target variable, on the other hand, if the computational budget allows, the trees
could be “fully grown” such that each leave corresponds to a unique training data
point and hence, in the idealistic scenario of a finely sampled training set, the random
forest regressor could be made arbitrarily accurate. Like MICE, missForest was used
to produce K = 5 imputations and then the VAE model was fitted as described in
Appendix D.

MICEForest. One classical way to calibrate the uncertainty of imputations for methods
like missForest is predictive mean matching (Little, 1988; van Buuren, 2018, Chap-
ter 3.4). We hence use the MICEForest Python package22 that provides an imple-
mentation of missForest enhanced with predictive mean matching. The uncertainty
is controlled via a hyperparameter that specifies the number of nearest neighbours
(based on the predictive mean) considered for a random imputation draw. As with
missForest above, to make this method feasible on the high-dimensional data in this
section, the number of estimators was set to 20, the maximum depth of the decision
trees was set to 20, and the number of nearest neighbours was set to the default 5.23

MVAE (Nazábal et al., 2018; Mattei and Frellsen, 2019). The missing dimensions
are marginalised in the generator of the VAE and the encoder masks the missing
dimensions with zeros.

HIVAE (Nazábal et al., 2018). The missing dimensions are marginalised in the gener-
ator of the VAE. The model uses a hierarchical prior and zero masking in the encoder
for missing data.

PartialVAE+ (Ma et al., 2019). The missing dimensions are marginalised in the gener-
ator of the VAE. Uses a permutation-invariant encoder network with learnable location
embeddings, which can handle partially-observed inputs.

21. One imputation of the dataset with missForest took about 27 hours on CPU with the scikit-learn im-
plementation.

22. MICEForest implementation can be found here https://github.com/AnotherSamWilson/miceforest.
23. One imputation of the dataset with MICEForest took about 17 hours on CPU.
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MIWAE (Mattei and Frellsen, 2019). The missing dimensions are marginalised in the
generator of the VAE. Uses a tighter importance weighted lower-bound and zero mask-
ing in the encoder.

The above methods are all fitted using the Adam optimiser.

5.5 Accuracy of the fitted VAE models

As is common in machine learning the accuracy of the VAE models increased with training
iterations and then decreased due to over-fitting, hence we used model selection on an in-
complete held-out validation dataset to mitigate this effect (for more details see Appendix L
and Figure 20). We then use the selected model parameters θ̂ to assess the accuracy of the
fitted model.

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the selected VAE models, we estimated the log-
likelihood on complete test data. In general, computing the marginal log-likelihood of a
VAE is intractable, therefore we estimate it using the IWAE bound (Burda et al., 2015)
that uses samples from a variational proposal distribution q and self-importance weighting,

LIWAE(x) = log

 1

L

L∑
l=1

pθ̂(x,xlz)

q(xlz | x)

 , where x1
z, . . . ,x

L
z ∼ q(xz | x).

The IWAE bound approaches log pθ̂(x) monotonically from below as the number of im-
portance samples L increases (Burda et al., 2015, Theorem 1) irrespective of the proposal
distribution (subject to minor conditions). However, we note that the non-asymptotic bias
of the estimator is in the order of O(1/L) (Owen, 2013; Paananen et al., 2021) and depends
on the accuracy of the proposal distribution q(xz | x), and is zero if q(xz | x) = pθ(xz | x).
Hence, to attain a good proposal and mitigate the bias we fine-tune the variational encoder
qφ from the training stage on the complete test data (Mattei and Frellsen, 2018).24 We then
estimate the log-likelihood using LIWAE and the fine-tuned encoder with a large number
L = 50000 of importance samples.

In Figure 8 we show the estimated marginal log-likelihood averaged over the test data.
We see that the VGI-based methods perform consistently better than the existing VAE-
specific methods, particularly in settings with missingness fraction greater than 50%. It
is interesting that VGI and VBGI-VAE, which learn a variational imputation model of
the missing observable variables, both outperform VBGI-VAE-M, which marginalises the
missing variables from the likelihood. This suggests that forcing the VAE model to re-
construct a completed data-point is overall better for the accuracy of the generator than
marginalising the missing variable dimensions in the generator as it is often done in the
VAE-specific methods and VGI-VAE-M. We conjecture that marginalising the missing vari-
able dimensions allows the latent representation in VAEs to systematically forget (collapse)
some of the information presented in the inputs. In contrast, forcing the VAE model to
reconstruct a completed data-point provides an adaptive regularisation that prevents such
loss of information.

24. We have also considered fitting a randomly-initialised encoder on the complete test data but due to
poor initialisation the fitted variational approximations were worse (also observed in previous works e.g.
Altosaar et al., 2017).
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Figure 8: Importance weighted estimates of the marginal log-likelihood on complete test
data. The error bars show standard error on the mean of five experiment rep-
etitions with different missingness masks and model initialisation. The dashed
horizontal lines show the best performing competitor model, which we note is
always outperformed by the VGI-based methods.

The learning curves for the different methods are shown in Figure 21 in Appendix M.
We note that for missingness fractions greater than 50%, the methods that marginalise the
missing dimensions from the likelihood (VAE-specific and VBGI-VAE-M) start to over-fit
on the training data (compare solid and dash-dotted curves) early, whereas the VGI and
VBGI-VAE monotonically improve throughout the training, which allows them to surpass
the other methods in terms of the model accuracy, especially at greater than 50% missing-
ness, which we also observe in Figure 8.

Moreover, we show in Figure 22 in Appendix M that working with the extended varia-
tional model in VGI had no adverse effect on the estimation accuracy while greatly reducing
the computational cost. This adds additional evidence to the results in Section 4.7.

Regarding the impute-then-fit methods, we notice that MICE performs well despite
being a linear method. This can be explained as follows: the generator is only slightly non-
linear since it is parametrised by a one-hidden layer neural network and the data is based on
the Frey dataset, which can be fitted rather well by linear methods, such as factor analysis.
Figure 8 shows that the non-linear imputation methods, missForest or MICEForest, did not
perform well in this experiment. We attribute the poor performance of these methods to two
factors: modelling limitations due to computational cost restrictions, see Section 5.4, and,
possibly, an incorrect representation of imputation uncertainty. If the computational budget
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Figure 9: Left: Estimated test log-likelihood on complete data against training iteration.
Right: Average duration of one training iteration in seconds. The hatched part
of the bars indicates the time spent on updating the imputations via pseudo-
Gibbs sampling. Plots including other fractions of missingness and the other
VAE-specific methods can be found in the Appendix M Figures 23 and 24.

allows, the former issue can be addressed by using more or larger decision trees although
preventing overfitting will then become important. The second issue could be addressed
in MICEForest by tuning the number of nearest neighbours in predictive mean matching,
although current recommendations are more based on heuristics than firm principles (e.g.
van Buuren, 2018, Chapter 3.4), which can make finding an optimal setting difficult.

Finally, we observe that MVAE performs almost always better than MIWAE, even
though MIWAE optimises a tighter importance-weighted lower-bound. This suggests that
when the statistical model pθ matches the true generative model but, due to missingness,
we do not have enough data to actually fit the model, MIWAE might be more prone to over-
fitting since it can tighten the bound more effectively. To confirm this intuition, we fitted
an under-specified model to the incomplete data (by reducing the latent dimension to 5),
and in line with our explanation above, MIWAE was then performing better than MVAE.
Moreover, PartialVAE+ performed considerably well on missingness levels up to 83.33%,
however the performance went down significantly at the largest missingness which points
to a difficulty of approximating the variational distribution with a permutation-invariant
encoder at very large missingness.

5.6 Computational aspects

We here discuss the computational aspects of VGI-based methods for VAE estimation, and
contrast it with the VAE-specific methods.
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In the left-hand side of Figure 9 we plot the estimated test log-likelihood against the
training iteration and compare the VGI-based methods to MVAE. We see that out of
all VGI-based methods VBGI-VAE-M has the highest rate of likelihood improvement,
which is comparable to the rate of MVAE, while achieving consistently better accuracy
of the fit. However, the methods that marginalise the missing variables from the likelihood
(MVAE and VBGI-VAE-M) quickly over-fit to the training data in the higher missingness
settings and hence perform worse than VGI and VBGI-VAE. VBGI-VAE closely follows
VBGI-VAE-M at a slightly slower rate of improvement, due to having to learn an addi-
tional variational model of the missing observables, but it offers a generally better accuracy
of the fit, as seen in the previous section, and does not over-fit to the training data like
MVAE and VBGI-VAE-M. The general-purpose VGI method, which does not use the as-
sumptions available in a VAE, has the slowest rate of improvement, which is most clearly
seen in high missingness settings. However, as VBGI-VAE, VGI generally outperforms the
other methods that marginalise the missing variables from the likelihood in terms of the
accuracy of the fit.

The average duration of a training iteration is shown in the right-hand side of Figure 9.
We used the same VGI hyper-parameters for all levels of missingness in our experiments,
which means that the average per-iteration cost is about the same. While the cost of
an iteration for VAE-specific methods does not depend on the missingness, for VGI-based
methods, the iteration cost could be adjusted to the level of missingness by, for example,
adapting the number of Gibbs update steps (G in Algorithm 5), the number of imputation
chains K, or the number of sampled missing dimensions (M in (11)). The figure thus
shows results that were not optimised for computational efficiency. The average duration
of an iteration of the VGI-based methods are about 2.4 (VGI), 1.6 (VBGI-VAE), and
1.25 (VBGI-VAE-M) times longer than that of the other methods. Moreover, about 0.6
(VGI), 0.2 (VBGI-VAE), and 0.45 (VBGI-VAE-M) of the excess iteration cost over the
other methods is due to the Gibbs sampling of imputations, denoted by the hatched bars in
the figure. We attribute the rest of the excess cost to the fitting of the variational kernel and
evaluating the generative model on multiple imputed samples. We also note that for the
experiments in this section we used a shared variational model with extended variational
conditionals as discussed in Section 3.3 which resulted in about 2.8 times lower per-iteration
cost than VGI with the standard-Gibbs conditionals (see Appendix M Figure 22).

In summary, VGI-based methods offer better estimation accuracy over the other meth-
ods at (i) a slightly higher per-iteration computational cost and (ii) a potentially slower
rate of likelihood improvement in the high-missingness settings.

6 Experiments on normalising flows

In this section we estimate normalising flow models from incomplete UCI data using the
general-purpose VGI and a flow-specific Monte Carlo EM method. We compare them in
terms of model accuracy and computational efficiency.

6.1 Normalising flow model

A normalising flow is a probabilistic model that models complex distributions pθ(x) via a
simple base distribution p(u) and an invertible deterministic transformation Tθ :u 7→ x =
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Tθ(u) (Rezende and Mohamed, 2015). The density of x can be obtained from the change
of variables formula (e.g. Murphy, 2021) as

pθ(x) = p(u)| det JTθ(u)|−1, where u = T−1θ (x),

and JTθ is the Jacobian matrix of the transformation. In practice, the transformation Tθ is
often composed of multiple chained transformations Tθ = TL ◦ · · · ◦ T1, where we suppress
the dependency of the decomposed transformations Tl on θ for notational simplicity. The
parameters of each transformation are given by a neural network, thus enabling complex
overall transformations Tθ. Moreover, both transformation Tθ and T−1θ must be differen-
tiable, which allows us to fit the parameters θ using stochastic gradient ascent.

The expressivity of the flow model greatly depends on the choice of the transforma-
tions Tl, hence to show that our method can fit expressive models, we specify the statis-
tical model pθ as a rational-quadratic neural spline flow (RQ-NSF, Durkan et al., 2019),
which has been shown to be able to model complex distributions efficiently. In RQ-NSF,
each transformation Tl is composed of an invertible linear transformation and a monotonic
rational-quadratic spline transformation. The spline transformation maps a fixed interval
[−B,B] to [−B,B] using a spline function and an identity mapping outside of this range.
The rational-quadratic splines are monotonic piece-wise functions with P sections (bins)
that are characterised by the boundary coordinates (knots) and the (positive) derivatives
at the knots, where both the knot coordinates and the derivative values are parametrised
by a residual neural network.

6.2 Data

We evaluate VGI on a selection of tabular datasets from the UCI machine-learning reposi-
tory (Dua and Graff, 2017), which are commonly used to evaluate normalising flow models,
and follow the pre-processing in (Papamakarios et al., 2017).

POWER. Measurements of electric power consumption in one household with a one-
minute sampling rate collected over a period of 47 months. Contains 6 dimensions
and ~2M samples.

GAS. A collection of gas sensor measurements in several gas mixtures. Contains 8 dimen-
sions and ~1M samples.

HEPMASS. A collection of measurements from high-energy physics experiments to detect
a new particle of unknown mass. Contains 21 dimensions and ~525K samples.

MINIBOONE. Data taken from a MiniBooNE experiment used to distinguish electron
neutrinos from background noise. Contains 43 dimensions and ~36K samples.

The missingness is rendered uniformly at random (MCAR) at three levels of missingness
from 16.6% to 83.3%. The rest of the data setup is the same as in the previous sections.

6.3 Experimental settings

We implement the rational-quadratic neural spline flow (RQ-NSF) with coupling following
Durkan et al. (2019, Appendix B.1).
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In order to match the expressiveness of the target model pθ we parametrise the uni-
variate conditional distributions using flow-like element-wise distributions. We use the
standard normal distribution as the base distribution and R sets of linear and rational-
quadratic spline transformations, where the parameters of the spline transformations (knot
coordinates and derivatives) are given by a partially-shared residual network. The trans-
formations are defined over the same interval as the target flow model, and we use 4 bins
and R = 3 element-wise transformations.

As before, we use the extended conditionals with a partially-shared model which consists
of a shared network and independent per-conditional networks. The shared network takes
a completed data-point and computes a shared representation. This representation is then
used to compute the element-wise transformation parameters using independent networks
for each of the R∗D transformations. The shared network consists of one residual block with
256 hidden features, and outputs a 128-dimensional shared representation. Each element-
wise transformation network consists of 2 residual blocks with 32 hidden features.

Like in the experiments in the previous sections, we optimise the variational parameters
φ using AMSGrad (Reddi et al., 2018). The other VGI hyper-parameters are as follows:
K = 5/10/20 imputation chains for corresponding missingness of 16.6%/50%/83.3%, G = 5
Gibbs update steps, and M = 1 sampled missing dimensions in (11).

6.4 Comparison methods

We compare VGI against Monte Carlo expectation-maximisation (MCEM, Wei and Tanner,
1990) with the flow-specific MCMC sampler of Cannella et al. (2021). MCEM maximises
the observed data log-likelihood by iteratively maximising the ELBO

θ̂t = arg max
θ

1

N

N∑
i=1

Epθ̂t−1 (xmis|xiobs)

[
log pθ(xmis,x

i
obs)− log pθ̂t−1(xmis | xiobs)

]
= arg max

θ

1

N

N∑
i=1

Epθ̂t−1 (xmis|xiobs)

[
log pθ(xmis,x

i
obs)
]

≈ arg max
θ

1

N

N∑
i=1

1

K

K∑
k=1

log pθ(x
(i,k)
mis ,x

i
obs), where x

(i,k)
mis ∼ pθ̂t−1(xmis | xiobs).

We obtain the samples from the conditional distributions of missing data pθ̂t−1(xmis | xiobs)
using projected latent Markov chain Monte Carlo (PLMCMC, Cannella et al., 2021). Rather
than generating proposals in the data space, PLMCMC generates Metropolis-Hastings pro-
posals (e.g. Bishop, 2006, Chapter 11.2.2) in the better-behaved space of the base distribu-
tion of a normalising flow using simple proposal distributions, and hence provides a more
efficient way to sample from any conditional distribution under a joint normalising flow
model.

The use of PLMCMC with MCEM (in the next subsections denoted as PLMCMC for
simplicity) for the estimation of normalising flows from incomplete data is not new to
this paper and has been demonstrated by Cannella et al. (2021), and in our experiments we
follow their experimental configuration. During the first set of iterations the imputations are
sampled from a standard Gaussian distribution, and afterwards the conditional imputations
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Figure 10: Log-likelihood on complete test UCI data. The error bars show standard error
on the mean of five experiment repetitions with different missingness masks and
model initialisation. VGI consistently yields a more accurate model pθ than
MCEM with the PLMCMC sampler.

are re-sampled using PLMCMC at regular intervals using chains of increasing length (from
200 to 1000 steps), except for the MINIBOONE data for which we could afford running
longer chains of up to 3000 steps due to its relatively small size.

After a limited hyper-parameter search we have found that the same proposal distribu-
tion as used in the model estimation experiments by Cannella et al. (2021) also performed
best in our experiments. The proposal distribution used is a uniform mixture of a con-
ditional normal distribution with mean as the previous state and a standard deviation of
0.01, and an unconditional normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation of 1.0.

We observed that the PLMCMC sampler can experience numerical instability due to
the inversion of the flow on the GAS and POWER datasets. To stabilise the sampler on the
GAS dataset we clipped the accepted MCMC proposals to the observed data hypercube,
defined by the minimum and maximum observed values for each dimension. A similar fix
has been used in some experiments in the original work by Cannella et al. (2021). However,
this fix did not help on the POWER dataset, and the results in the following sections partly
reflect the instability of the sampler.

6.5 Accuracy of the fitted normalising flow models

We did not observe any over-fitting in the flow model experiments, hence the model pa-
rameters θ̂ from the final training iteration were used in the following evaluation for both
methods.

We evaluate the accuracy of the fitted models using the log-likelihood on complete test
data, shown in Figure 10. Uniformly across the datasets, VGI produces a more accurate fit
than MCEM with the PLMCMC sampler. In principle, MCEM should be able to produce
model fits that are equally good or better than any variational method due to sampling
from the true conditional distributions instead of using an approximation. However, in
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practice the performance of MCEM is limited by the performance of the MCMC sampler,
which, due to computational constraints, often does not generate exact samples from the
true conditional distribution. Even when using PLMCMC as the sampler, which takes
advantage of the characteristics of a normalising flow to improve the performance of the
sampler, the adverse effect of using finite-length Markov chains is significant. In an attempt
to mitigate this pitfall of MCEM, we have empirically investigated the use of persistent
imputations chains, similar to VGI, but found that this drastically reduced the acceptance
rate of the proposed transitions in the later training epochs and therefore also impaired the
accuracy of the estimated statistical model.

In this evaluation we have trained the models for a fixed number of iterations with
both methods—we investigate the accuracy-compute trade-off in the following subsection.
We thus note that the results could be further improved by running the methods for more
iterations (see Appendix M Figure 25 for possible gains when using larger compute budgets),
or via other means in stochastic optimisation.

6.6 Computational aspects

To investigate the computational performance, we plot the test log-likelihood against the
training iteration in Figure 11 and further show the average duration of a training iteration
for each method. First, we note that the log-likelihood curves of VGI (red) are consistently
ahead of PLMCMC (blue). Hence, even without taking the iteration cost into account,
VGI improves the statistical model pθ significantly faster than PLMCMC. Moreover, the
average per-iteration cost of VGI is also smaller than PLMCMC as shown in the bar plots,
making VGI overall more efficient than PLMCMC.

The figure further shows that PLMCMC spends a large fraction of its per-iteration
cost on performing MCMC (blue hatched bars). Since the PLMCMC sampler requires
the inverse transformation to be efficiently computable, the experiments up to this point
used a flow model with coupling layers whose inverse can be computed at a similar cost as
the forward transformations. However, many normalising flow models cannot be inverted
efficiently. One example of such a model class are the autoregressive flows, where the forward
transformation can be computed in constant time with the dimensionality of the model, but
the inverse requires d sequential transformations (e.g. Papamakarios et al., 2021, Section
3.1). In Figure 12, we compare the training iteration cost in seconds on a coupling-based
(darker colour) and autoregressive (lighter colour) flow models25 on the MINIBOONE data.
It can be seen that the cost of PLMCMC on the autoregressive model is significantly larger
than for the coupling-based model, which prohibits its application to larger datasets, whilst
VGI handles such models much more gracefully.

The results in this section contrast with Section 5.6, where the VGI-based methods were
computationally more expensive than the other VAE-specific estimation methods: here we
have found that the general-purpose VGI method is more efficient than the existing method
for flow model estimation, whilst also producing a more accurate fit.

25. We use the autoregressive rational-quadratic neural spline flow model with the setup of Durkan et al.
(2019, Appendix B.1).
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Figure 11: Estimated test log-likelihood on complete data against training iteration and
average duration of one training iteration in seconds. The hatched part of the
bars indicates the time spent on pseudo-Gibbs sampling in VGI and PLMCMC
during MCEM. Top row: results on the MINIBOONE dataset for all fractions of
missingness. Bottom row: results on the other datasets (POWER, GAS, HEP-
MASS) for 50% missingness (for the other fractions, see Appendix M Figure 26).
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Figure 12: The average duration of a training iteration on the MINIBOONE dataset when
using coupling-based (darker) and autoregressive (lighter) flow models. VGI
easily handles autoregressive models without a significant overhead while PLM-
CMC scales poorly to such models due to a computationally inefficient inverse.
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7 Discussion

In this work we have presented a novel approach to (approximate) maximum-likelihood
estimation of statistical models from incomplete data. Our method is applicable to general
statistical models and is based on variational inference and Gibbs sampling, both of which
have been extensively researched. Hence, the proposed method, termed variational Gibbs
inference (VGI), can adopt the diversity of techniques developed for them. We have further
introduced a version of VGI for problems where missingness is known to occur in blocks
(Section 3.4), for example, in latent-variable models with incomplete data (as demonstrated
on a VAE in Section 5).

VGI addresses limitations of (amortised) variational inference (VI) that has strongly
limited its applicability to model estimation from incomplete data (see Sections 2.1-2.2):
(i) VGI only requires d amortised variational conditionals and thus scales linearly in the
dimensionality of the data, gracefully handling the exponential explosion in the number
of possible missingness patterns and subsequently the number of conditional variational
distributions, and (ii) it enables the specification of a flexible variational family for the
conditional distribution of the missing variables using general probabilistic models without
restrictions. The parameters of the statistical model pθ and the variational conditionals qφj
are fitted using stochastic gradient ascent, hence it can be used in large-scale data settings
that are common in machine learning. The proposed method thus enables efficient learning
by drawing on the strengths of amortised variational inference, thanks to property (i), and
allows us to well-optimise the ELBO and obtain a good estimate of the target statistical
model, thanks to property (ii).

We have validated our method on a toy factor analysis (FA) model against the EM
algorithm, which corresponds to the best solution that can be achieved by any variational
method, and against a multiple-imputation approach using a popular MICE imputation
method in order to evaluate against the two-stage impute-then-fit approaches to statistical
model estimation from incomplete data. Our method achieved comparable performance
to the classical EM algorithm in a low-dimensional setting and performed similarly to the
Monte Carlo EM in the higher-dimensional setting. This suggests that given sufficient com-
pute resources, VGI can achieve good estimates of the model. Moreover, VGI outperformed
the impute-then-fit approaches in a higher-dimensional setting even when the (MICE) im-
puter used the correct family of imputation models relative to the target (FA) model. This
suggests that optimising a single variational lower-bound might be a more efficient approach
to estimating statistical models from incomplete data than the two-stage impute-then-fit
approaches.

We have demonstrated that VGI is particularly well-suited for modern models by suc-
cessfully fitting important modern statistical models in machine learning, namely VAEs
and normalising flows in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.26 In our experiments, VGI achieved
better performance than the existing state-of-the-art model-specific estimation methods.

Future work

We see a number of interesting future directions following this work.

26. The evaluated models are for continuous random variables, and we focused on them due to their popu-
larity, but the theory presented in Section 3 is general and also holds for discrete distributions.
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Due to the generality of the method, it is a candidate to be implemented in probabilistic
modelling platforms as a general-purpose inference engine for incomplete data, or as a
library in machine learning frameworks. A readily available framework may help improve
the current practice of handling missing data, where simple fixes are often preferred over
the principled probabilistic methods like VGI.

We also believe that there is area for improvement in the computational efficiency of the
method. It is widely known that the mixing of the Markov chain may be inefficient in Gibbs
sampling if the variables are highly correlated, which may slow down the rate of improvement
in VGI. However, we can use the rich literature on Gibbs sampling to improve VGI: To im-
prove the mixing rate of the Gibbs imputation chains one could use ordered over-relaxation
(Neal, 1995) or apply adaptive-scan Gibbs methods to find Gibbs selection probabilities π(j)
that are better than the uniform ones that we used in this paper ( Latuszyński et al., 2013;
Chimisov et al., 2018; Grathwohl et al., 2021), thereby increasing the overall performance of
VGI. Alternatively, one could use the (near-)conditional-independencies of the variational
conditionals, if such exist, to update some of the dimensions simultaneously, thus breaking
the sequential Gibbs update requirement but potentially increasing the mixing rate of the
imputation chains (Angelino et al., 2016; Terenin et al., 2020). However, the effect of these
changes on the performance of VGI is yet unknown.

Another area of potential improvement is the computational efficiency of evaluating
and sampling the variational model. In this work we have implemented the variational
conditionals moderately efficiently by using the extended-Gibbs kernel with partially-shared
parameters and then computing all conditional distributions simultaneously using optimised
matrix operations. However, we usually do not require all conditional distributions for each
data-point; only a subset of sampled missing dimensions in the VGI objective in (11) is
required. We believe this could be addressed by leveraging the efficient sparse matrix
computation libraries built for graph and compressed neural network processing (Bell and
Garland, 2008; Han et al., 2016; Huillcen-Baca and Palomino-Valdivia, 2019).

Finally, while our investigation considered statistical model estimation under the ignor-
able missingness assumption, which is a standard assumption in the missing data field, in
practice, the missingness mechanisms are often non-ignorable, and making the ignorabil-
ity assumption can result in incorrect inferences. Some recent work on VAEs has shown
promising results for non-ignorable missingness (Ipsen et al., 2020; Collier et al., 2021; Ma
and Zhang, 2021), however no such work has yet been done on normalising flows. Consid-
ering the importance of non-ignorable missingness in practice, extending VGI to statistical
model estimation from incomplete data that is subject to non-ignorable missingness is an
important future direction towards a general-purpose estimation engine for incomplete data.
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Appendix A. Ignorable missingness assumption

In this section we summarise the three classes of missingness as proposed by Rubin (1976)
and their effects on statistical model estimation. An important aspect of the incomplete data
model in (1) is that the missingness mask m depends on both observed xobs and missing
xmis values of the data. This generally means that the estimation of the statistical model
pθ(x) is coupled with the missingness model p(m | x). Rubin (1976) proposed a taxonomy
of missing data mechanisms that consists of three levels of simplifying assumptions:

1. Missing not at random (MNAR): no independence assumptions,

2. Missing at random (MAR): p(m | xobs,xmis) = p(m | xobs),

3. Missing completely at random (MCAR): p(m | xobs,xmis) = p(m).

MAR and MCAR assumptions have been widely used in many incomplete data methods
since they decouple the model pθ(x) estimation task from the missingness model p(m | x)

θ̂ = arg max
θ

N∏
i=1

∫
pθ(xiobs,x

i
mis)p(m

i | xiobs) dximis

= arg max
θ

N∏
i=1

p(mi | xiobs)
N∏
i=1

∫
pθ(xiobs,x

i
mis) dximis

= arg max
θ

N∏
i=1

∫
pθ(xiobs,x

i
mis) dximis,

where the product is due to computing the likelihood for N i.i.d. observed data-points. These
assumptions are also known as ignorable missingness mechanism because the missingness
model can be simply ignored27 when the only goal is to estimate the model pθ(x).

Appendix B. Gibbs sampling

Gibbs sampling (Geman and Geman, 1984) is a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC, e.g.
Barber, 2017, Chapter 27.3) method for (approximately) sampling a joint model pθ(x) where
directly sampling the joint distribution is intractable. The method factorises the distribu-
tion using the chain rule pθ(x) = pθ(xj | xrj)pθ(xrj), and assumes that the conditional
distribution pθ(xj | xrj) is easy to sample from for any index j. Then, the sampler starts
with any random initial sample x0, selects one variable index j to sample, and updates the
sample xt+1 = {xt+1

j ,xtrj} with xt+1
j ∼ pθ(xj | xtrj). By continuing this procedure, the

Gibbs sampler asymptotically in the number of iterations t samples the joint distribution
of the model pθ(x).

The order in which each dimension is updated by the Gibbs sampler is called the “scan”.
The two most common scans are: random, where the dimension index j at every iteration
t is chosen uniformly at random, and systematic, in which a fixed order of the variables

27. Assuming the model pθ(x) is flexible enough, otherwise the estimate can be biased even with MAR
misingness (Marlin, 2008, Section 3.4).
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is selected and the sampler repeatedly iterates over the variables in that order. Our VGI
method uses the randomised scan as presented in Section 3. However, we feel that it is
important to note that neither of these scans are necessarily optimal, and as highlighted in
the discussion there are ways to adapt the scan of the Gibbs sampler ( Latuszyński et al.,
2013; Chimisov et al., 2018; Grathwohl et al., 2021).

Gibbs sampling methods have been crucial for sampling and learning some important
classes of models in physics, such as the Ising model (e.g. Barber, 2017, Section 4.2.5).
However, the required conditionals pθ(xj | xrj) are typically intractable for most modern
statistical models, such as VAEs and normalising flows, and hence, efficient sampling is
not tractable either. In VGI, we approximate the Gibbs conditionals with an amortised
variational model, which allows us to overcome this issue.

Appendix C. Multiple imputation by chained equations (MICE)

The MICE algorithm starts with random imputations of missing data and then alternates
between fitting the univariate conditional distributions f(xj | xrj ;φj) using the data-points
where xj is observed and imputing the data-points where xj is missing for ∀j ∈ 1 . . . d. For
example, the t-th iteration of the method proceeds as follows

φ̂
(t)
1 = arg max

φ1

∑
i∈obs(D,1)

log f(x
(i,t−1)
1 | x(i,t−1)

r1 ; φ̂
(t−1)
1 )

x
(i,t)
1 ∼ f(x

(i,t)
1 | x(i,t−1)

r1 ; φ̂
(t)
1 ) for ∀i ∈ mis(D, 1)

...

φ̂
(t)
d = arg max

φd

∑
i∈obs(D,d)

log f(x
(i,t−1)
d | x(i,t)

rd ; φ̂
(t−1)
d )

x
(i,t)
d ∼ f(x

(i,t)
d | x(i,t)

rd ; φ̂
(t)
d ) for ∀i ∈ mis(D, d),

where obs(D, j) and mis(D, j) are respectively the sets of indices of data-points in the dataset
that are observed and missing in the j-th feature dimension. The procedure is usually
repeated several times over all the missing variables to converge to reasonable imputations.
Alternatively, if the conditional models f(xj | xrj , φj) admit it, the approach can be made
Bayesian by specifying a prior over the parameters φj and then sampling the parameters

φ
(t)
j from the posterior distribution f(φj | {x(t)

<j ,x
(t−1)
≥j }obs(D,j)) instead of the arg max in

the above procedure.
Moreover, as dictated by the multiple-imputation framework, the overall imputation

procedure is usually repeated K times, each time starting with random baseline imputations,
to obtain K independent imputations of the missing data, which can then be used for many
downstream tasks.

Appendix D. Combining multiple imputations for statistical model
estimation

Multiple imputation (MI, Rubin, 1987b) has been the primary tool for the analysis of in-
complete data for more than two decades. Many books have covered the standard workflow
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of principled statistical analysis with multiple imputation and the risks of following invalid
procedures (Schafer, 1997; Gelman et al., 2013; van Buuren, 2018).

In this section we first describe the standard analysis workflow with MI and then discuss
why it is problematic or cannot be used for statistical models that have non-identifiable
parameters. We demonstrate the issue on a classical factor analysis (FA) model, where,
unlike for modern deep models (e.g. VAEs), there are known methods to resolve the issue.
We then explain the procedure we followed in our baseline experiments that use MI-based
methods (e.g. MICE) and verify on the FA model that it obtains equally good estimates of
the statistical model as the standard analysis procedure.

In standard analysis with MI, initially K sets of imputed data are generated using a
preferred multiple-imputation method such as the FCS described in Section 2.3. Then, for
each imputed dataset an independent analysis is performed treating the imputed data as
complete and producing K estimates of a desired analysis quantity θ1, . . . , θK , namely one
from each set of imputed data. Following Rubin’s rules (Rubin, 1987b, Result 3.2) the
estimated quantities are then generally combined by averaging

θ̂ =
1

K

K∑
k=1

θk.

The estimated quantities θ1, . . . , θK can further be used to perform statistical tests and
provide confidence intervals of the estimate θ̂.

However, such averaging requires that θ is identifiable. If identifiability is not possible
this procedure may result in meaningless estimates. Parametric non-identifiability is a
common property of many statistical models starting from classical models, such as mixtures
of Gaussians and factor analysis, to modern deep models, such as variational autoencoders
and normalising flows, where the non-identifiability stems from the use of neural networks.

We illustrate the issues arising in MI analysis from non-identifiability on a simple exam-
ple, the factor analysis model, where the factor loading matrix is generally only identifiable
up to a multiplication with an orthonormal matrix. Hence, estimating the factor matrix
using MI may produce estimates W 1, . . . ,WK that could be written as the product of the
true factor matrix F and an orthonormal matrix Rk, W k = FRk. Näıvely averaging such
estimates would give

Ŵ =
1

K

K∑
k=1

W k =
1

K

K∑
k=1

FRk = F
1

K

K∑
k=1

Rk,

where the average over orthonormal matrices is not a valid orthonormal matrix, and hence
the average result is not a valid estimate of the parameters. On the left side of Figure 13 we
demonstrate that such näıve averaging approach produces a meaningless model estimate.

For classical models, such as mixtures of Gaussians and factor analysis it is often possible
to resolve the indeterminacies of the K estimates before averaging. One solution for the
FA model is to transform the factor loading matrices before averaging using the generalised
(orthogonal) Procrustes rotation (GPR, Ten Berge, 1977; van Ginkel and Kroonenberg,
2014; Lorenzo-Seva and van Ginkel, 2016). However, no obvious solution exists to resolve
the indeterminacy of deep models, which are the main interest of this paper, and hence the
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Figure 13: The effect of parameter averaging on a FA model when fitted on imputations
from MICE. Left: näıve averaging of parameter estimates from different im-
putations removes the correlations in the averaged model. Right: comparison
of model accuracy after parameter averaging of models trained on independent
completed dataset (yellow), where generalised Procrustes rotation was applied
to the factor loading matrices prior the averaging, and a model trained on several
completed datasets stacked together using average log-likelihood (red). Accu-
racy is measured using KL divergence of the factor analysis model to the ground
truth model. Fitting on a stacked completed dataset (red) yields equally good
parameter estimates as the GPR-based averaging approach.

standard MI analysis methodology via parameter averaging described above is generally not
applicable.

Therefore to avoid averaging, an alternative approach was used in our experiments where
MI methods (such as MICE) were used to estimate baseline statistical models. Specifically,
we have stacked the imputed data into a single K-times imputed dataset and then estimate
the model pθ using weighted maximum-likelihood by weighting each imputation by 1/K

θ̂ = arg max
θ

1

N

N∑
i=1

1

K

K∑
k=1

log pθ(x̃
(i,k)
mis ,x

i
obs),

where x̃
(i,k)
mis denotes the k-th imputation of the i-th sample.

On the right side of Figure 13 we validate that the stacking approach (red) described
above produces equally good parameter estimates as the GPR-based parameter averaging
(yellow) for all fractions of missingness. While standard statistical tests may provide invalid
test statistics or confidence intervals if (incorrectly) applied to the stacked data (e.g. van
Buuren, 2018, Chapter 5.1) here we are primarily interested in obtaining point estimates of
the parameters and hence use the stacked approach since no method (such as the GPR for
FA) exists to resolve the parametric indeterminacy of neural networks.
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Appendix E. VGI derivation with extended-Gibbs kernel

We here generalise the VGI lower-bound (8) to the case of the extended-Gibbs kernel where
the variational conditionals can depend on all variables imputed in the previous iteration.
We use this extension to achieve a computationally more efficient method by enabling
computation sharing among all variational conditionals (see Section 3.3).

We define the extended-Gibbs kernel by letting the variational conditionals depend on
the previous imputation value x̃j in dimension j

τ̃φ(xmis | xobs, x̃mis) =
∑

j∈idx(m)

π(j)qφj (xj | xmisrj , x̃j ,xobs)δ(xmisrj − x̃misrj). (15)

Marginalising out x̃mis in the above equation with respect to the previous imputation dis-
tribution f t−1 yields the imputation distribution after a single Gibbs update

f tφ(xmis | xobs) =

∫
τ̃φ(xmis | xobs, x̃mis)f

t−1(x̃mis | xobs) dx̃mis

=
∑

j∈idx(m)

π(j)

∫
f t−1(x̃j | xobs)

f t−1(xmisrj | xobs, x̃j)qφj (xj | xmisrj , x̃j ,xobs) dx̃j

=
∑

j∈idx(m)

π(j)

∫
f t−1(x̃j | xobs)f

t
φ(xmis | xobs, x̃j , j) dx̃j

= Eπ(j)f t−1(x̃j |xobs)

[
f tφ(xmis | xobs, x̃j , j)

]
(16)

f tφ(xmis | xobs, x̃j , j) = qφj (xj | xmisrj , x̃j ,xobs)f
t−1(xmisrj | xobs, x̃j). (17)

Now we continue from the standard ELBO in (3) and use (16) and (17)

Lt(θ,φ;xobs)
(16)
= Eπ(j)f t−1(x̃j |xobs)f

t
φ(xmis|xobs,x̃j ,j)

[
log

pθ(xobs,xmis)

f tφ(xmis | xobs)

]

= Eπ(j)f t−1(x̃j |xobs)f
t
φ(xmis|xobs,x̃j ,j)

[
log

pθ(xobs,xmis)

f tφ(xmis | xobs, x̃j , j)

+ log
f tφ(xmis | xobs, x̃j , j)

f tφ(xmis | xobs)

]

= Eπ(j)f t−1(x̃j |xobs)f
t
φ(xmis|xobs,x̃j ,j)

[
log

pθ(xobs,xmis)

f tφ(xmis | xobs, x̃j , j)

]
+ Eπ(j)f t−1(x̃j |xobs)DKL(f tφ(xmis | xobs, x̃j , j) || f tφ(xmis | xobs))

≥ Eπ(j)f t−1(x̃j |xobs)f
t
φ(xmis|xobs,x̃j ,j)

[
log

pθ(xobs,xmis)

f tφ(xmis | xobs, x̃j , j)

]
(17)
= Eπ(j)f t−1(x̃j |xobs)f t−1(xmisrj |xobs,x̃j)qφj (xj |xmisrj ,x̃j ,xobs)

[
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log
pθ(xobs,xmis)

qφj (xj | xmisrj , x̃j ,xobs)

]
− Eπ(j)f t−1(x̃j |xobs)f t−1(xmisrj |xobs,x̃j)

[
log f t−1(xmisrj | xobs, x̃j)

]
= Eπ(j)f t−1(x̃j ,xmisrj |xobs)qφj (xj |xmisrj ,x̃j ,xobs)

[
log

pθ(xobs,xmis)

qφj (xj | xmisrj , x̃j ,xobs)

]
− Eπ(j)f t−1(x̃j ,xmisrj |xobs)

[
log f t−1(xmisrj | xobs, x̃j)

]
, (18)

where the inequality follows from the non-negativity of KL divergence. Dropping the en-
tropy term in the second line of (18) yields the VGI objective with extended conditionals.
We note that the VGI ELBO in (18) obtained using the extended-Gibbs kernel is analogous
to (8), only the coloured terms are different. To sum up:

• It uses the imputation value x̃j from the previous step in the Markov chain, highlighted
in red.

• The variational conditionals qφj depend on the previous step in the Markov chain,
highlighted in blue.

• The entropy term of the imputation distribution f t−1 from (8) became a conditional
entropy, highlighted in magenta. Since the term does not include the parameters of
interest θ and φ, it does not need to be computed during optimisation.

The extended-Gibbs conditionals improve the efficiency of the main stage of the VGI
algorithm. We note that the extended-Gibbs conditionals need to be separately defined for
the variational warm-up stage (line 2 of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2), since xj has no
“previous imputation” to condition on. Including the true xj in the conditioning set for
the j-th dimension would cause the variational model to approximate the identity function,
which may not be a desirable initialisation. To enable variational model warm-up with the
extended conditionals we mask the j-th input to the conditional qφj with a zero.

Furthermore, in the VBGI objective for latent-variable models in (13), we can similarly
let the univariate conditionals depend on the previous imputation, which results in the
following VBGI objective with extended conditionals

J tVBGI(θ,φ;xobs) = Ef t−1(x̃mis,x̃z |xobs)

(
∑

j∈idx(m)

π(j)Eqφj (xj |x̃mis,x̃z ,xobs)

[
log

pθ(xj , x̃misrj ,xobs | x̃z)pθ(x̃z)

qφj (xj | x̃mis, x̃z,xobs)

]

+ π(j = z)Eqφz (xz |x̃mis,x̃zxobs)

[
log

pθ(x̃mis,xobs | xz)pθ(xz)

qφz(xz | x̃mis, x̃z,xobs)

])
.

It allows us to achieve a similar computational improvement as in the standard VGI case
with the extended conditionals.
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x̃ φshared(x̃mis,xobs) s

φ1(s) qφ1(x1 | x̃mis,xobs)

φj(s) qφj (xj | x̃mis,xobs)

φd(s) qφd(xd | x̃mis,xobs)

...

...

...

...

Figure 14: Partially-shared model of the extended variational conditionals.

Appendix F. Properties of the Gibbs kernel in the stationary regime

We show that in the stationary regime the distribution obtained after a Gibbs transition is
independent of the updated dimension j. We use a modified kernel from (4), which updates
a fixed dimension j

τφ(xmis | xobs, x̃mis, j) = qφj (xj | xmisrj ,xobs)δ(xmisrj − x̃misrj).

We now marginalise the kernel with respect to the stationary distribution q∗(xmis | xobs)
with conditionals qφj (xj | xmisrj ,xobs)

q∗(xmis | xobs, j) =

∫
τφ(xmis | xobs, x̃mis, j)q

∗(x̃mis | xobs) dx̃mis

= qφj (xj | xmisrj ,xobs)q
∗(xmisrj | xobs)

= q∗(xmis | xobs).

Hence, the stationary distribution is invariant to the updated dimension j.

Appendix G. The variational inference network

Using VGI to fit a statistical model pθ first requires us to specify and model d variational
distributions. One way to model them is to use d inference networks with parameters φj ,
one for each variational distribution. Thus, the neural network for the j-th variational
distribution takes an (imputed) data-point x̃rj without the target dimension j and outputs
the parameters of the distribution qφj (xj | x̃rj). Note that all inference networks that
parametrise the d Gibbs conditionals have the same input-output dimensionality, hence the
computation of all variational distribution parameters can be efficiently parallelised using
optimised matrix operations.

Considering that the variational distributions are approximating the conditionals of a
joint target distribution we motivate that some parameter sharing in the variational model
can be beneficial. One way to incorporate partial parameter sharing is to use a two-part
inference network, where the first part of the network is shared among all conditionals and
the second part is independent for each conditional. The shared network can then be used
for the different conditionals by fixing the j-th input dimension to zero when computing
the intermediate representation for the j-th conditional. In our evaluations we compare an
independent model with a partially-shared model and find that they both perform similarly
well (see Section 4.7). Importantly, a partially-shared model allows us to scale VGI to
higher-dimensional data, by increasing the parameter-efficiency of the variational model.
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The VGI objective in (11) requires computing M conditional distributions for each data-
point, and the dimensions jm of those conditionals can differ for each example. One way to
compute the parameters of the conditional distributions is to evaluate the inference network
for each dimension separately, however, this can require up to d evaluations and hence can
be slow in higher dimensions. Alternatively, we could compute all d conditionals in parallel
and then select only the required conditionals, however, this would not always be possible,
since it would require d-times more memory. To mitigate this, for high-dimensional data we
suggest working with the extended-Gibbs variational conditionals where the j-th conditional
distribution is allowed to depend on the current imputation in the j-th dimension, thus
giving variational distributions of the form qφj (x

t
j | xobs, x̃

t−1
j , x̃t−1misrj). Figure 14 depicts

such an extended model. We now need a single pass through the shared layers, rather
than d passes, which allows for a significant amount of the computation to be shared and
hence gives a significant gain in computational efficiency. We empirically investigate the
effect of the extended variational conditionals in Section 4.7, where we find no significant
detrimental effects of the extended model when estimating higher-dimensional statistical
models pθ.

Appendix H. VGI fine-tuning algorithm

In this section we describe the VGI fine-tuning algorithm (Algorithm 6) that is used to
evaluate the VGI objective in (9) on held-out data. It is similar to the VGI training
algorithm (Algorithm 1) when only the parameters φ of the variational model are updated.
In our experiments, we use this procedure to select model parameters θ̂ that perform best
on the validation data, which is not otherwise possible with amortised variational inference
without fine-tuning due to the inference generalisation gap discussed in Section 3.5.

It starts with an incomplete held-out dataset and finds the minimum and maximum
values in the observed data that defines an imputation acceptance region for the warm-up
stage. Then, the incomplete data are imputed using the initial imputation distribution f0.
In the first iteration of the algorithm, it first “warms up” the incomplete data imputations
by performing GW Gibbs updates, rejecting any imputations outside of the acceptance
hypercube. Rejecting imputations that are far from observed data distribution mitigates
some of the adverse effects of the inference generalisation gap, but other potentially better
rejection strategies, such as the use of a Metropolis-Hastings acceptance step, may also
be used. Then, the algorithm continues in the same way as Algorithm 1, fine-tuning the
variational parameters φ and updating imputations with G Gibbs updates in each iteration,
accepting any imputations that are produced by the Gibbs sampler.

Appendix I. More on Markov chain variational inference

We review the lower-bound from Markov chain variational inference (MCVI, Salimans
et al., 2015), and show that replacing the reverse transition model r with the true reverse
operator restores the tighter lower-bound using the marginal of a Markov chain in (3).
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Algorithm 6 VGI fine-tuning algorithm

Input: pθ̂(x), a fitted probabilistic model with parameters θ̂ (kept fixed)

qφ̂j (xj | xrj) for j ∈ {1 . . . d}, var. conditionals fitted on train data with params φ̂

Dval, incomplete validation dataset
K, number of imputations of each incomplete data-point
f0(xmis | xobs), initial imputation distribution
GW, number of Gibbs steps to warm up imputations
G, number of Gibbs imputation update steps in each epoch
max epochs, number of epochs

Output: Validation loss ĴVGI and K-times imputed validation data Dval
K

1: Find the maximum xmax and minimum xmin values for each dimension in Dval

2: Create K-times imputed data Dval
K using f0

3: φ0 ← φ̂ . Set the initial parameters to the parameters of the fitted variational model
4: for t in [1,max epochs] do
5: for mini-batch BK in Dval

K do
6: if t = 1 then
7: Update BK with GW steps of (pseudo-)Gibbs sampler using the variational con-

ditionals, rejecting any Gibbs update values xj outside [xmin(j),xmax(j)]
8: else
9: Update BK with G steps of (pseudo-)Gibbs sampler using Algorithm 5

10: end if
11: Store the updated imputations in BK for use in the next epoch
12: Compute Ĵ tVGI in (11) using Algorithm 3

13: φt = φt−1 + αφ∇φĴ tVGI . Update params of qφ with a stochastic gradient step
14: end for
15: end for

The MCVI lower-bound is defined in equation 4 in Salimans et al. (2015) as follows

LMCVI(x) = Eq(z0,...,zT |x)

log
p(x, zT )

q0(z0 | x)
+

T∑
t=1

log
r(zt−1 | x, zt)
q(zt | x, zt−1)


where T is the total number of transitions in a Markov chain, q and r are transition and
reverse transition functions, and z denotes the latent variable. The joint variational distribu-
tion q and the reverse distribution r are assumed to follow a Markov structure q(z0, . . . , zT |
x) = q0(z

0 | x)
∏T
t=1 q(z

t | x, zt−1) and r(z0, . . . , zT−1 | x, zT ) =
∏T
t=1 r(z

t−1 | x, zt).
We now show that LMCVI is a looser lower-bound than the variational ELBO using the

marginal of a Markov chain in (3), denoting the marginal distribution qT (zT | x) =
∫
q0(z

0 |
x)
∏T
t=1 q(z

t | x, zt−1) dzt−1.

log pθ(x) ≥ LT (x)

LT (x) = EqT (zT |x)

[
log

p(x, zT )

qT (zT | x)

]
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= EqT (zT |x)

log
p(x, zT )

qT (zT | x)
+ Eq(z0...T−1|x,zT )

[
log

r(z0...T−1 | x, zT )q(z0...T−1 | x, zT )

q(z0...T−1 | x, zT )r(z0...T−1 | x, zT )

]
= Eq(z0,...,zT |x)

[
log

p(x, zT )

qT (zT | x)
+ log

r(z0...T−1 | x, zT )

q(z0...T−1 | x, zT )

]
+ EqT (zT |x)

[
DKL(q(z0...T−1 | x, zT ) || r(z0...T−1 | x, zT ))

]
= Eq(z0,...,zT |x)

[
log p(x, zT ) + log

r(z0...T−1 | x, zT )

q(z0...T | x)

]
+ EqT (zT |x)

[
DKL(q(z0...T−1 | x, zT ) || r(z0...T−1 | x, zT ))

]
= Eq(z0,...,zT |x)

[
log

p(x, zT )

q0(z0 | x)
+ log

∏T
t=1 r(z

t−1 | x, zt)∏T
t=1 qt(z

t | x, zt−1)

]
+ EqT (zT |x)

[
DKL(q(z0...T−1 | x, zT ) || r(z0...T−1 | x, zT ))

]
= Eq(z0,...,zT |x)

log
p(x, zT )

q0(z0 | x)
+

T∑
t=1

log
r(zt−1 | x, zt)
qt(zt | x, zt−1)


+ EqT (zT |x)

[
DKL(q(z0...T−1 | x, zT ) || r(z0...T−1 | x, zT ))

]
= LMCVI(x) + EqT (zT |x)

[
DKL(q(z0...T−1 | x, zT ) || r(z0...T−1 | x, zT ))

]
log pθ(x) ≥ LT (x) ≥ LMCVI(x)

Moreover, if we choose the reverse transition function r in MCVI to be the true reverse
operator, such that it produces the distribution of the chain at the previous step (e.g.
Murray, 2007, Chapter 1.4)

r(zt−1 | x, zt) =
q(zt | x, zt−1)qt−1(zt−1 | x)

qt(zt | x)
,

then from MCVI we can recover the tighter lower-bound in (3)

LMCVI(x) = Eq(z0,...,zT |x)

log
p(x, zT )

q(z0 | x)
+

T∑
t=1

log
r(zt−1 | x, zt)
q(zt | x, zt−1)


= Eq(z0,...,zT |x)

log
p(x, zT )

q(z0 | x)
+

T∑
t=1

log
q(zt | x, zt−1)qt−1(zt−1 | x)

qt(zt | x)q(zt | x, zt−1)


= Eq(z0,...,zT |x)

log
p(x, zT )

q(z0 | x)
+

T∑
t=1

log
q(zt | x, zt−1)qt−1(zt−1 | x)

qt(zt | x)q(zt | x, zt−1)


= EqT (zT |x)

[
log

p(x, zT )

qT (zT | x)

]
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= LT (x)

Hence, having to learn a reverse model r loosens the lower-bound on log pθ(x), which
makes maximising the likelihood more difficult. The VGI method, on the other hand,
does not require learning a model r to reverse the Markov sampling path, and optimises a
lower-bound that asymptotically converges to LT (x).

Appendix J. Expectation-maximisation for factor analysis with
incomplete data

We here derive the EM solution for the FA model with incomplete data. From Section 4.1
we know that the FA model is a Gaussian model, with zero-mean standard Gaussian latent
variables z and a linear Gaussian generative model p(x | z) = N (x;Fz + µ,Ψ). We
assume that x has observed xobs and missing xmis components, and write down the joint
distribution

p


xobs

xmis

z


 = N


xobs

xmis

z

 ;

µobs

µmis

0

 ,

FobsF
>
obs + Ψobs FobsF

>
mis Fobs

FmisF
>
obs FmisF

>
mis + Ψmis Fmis

F>obs F>mis I


 .

(19)

Following the standard EM procedure (e.g. Barber, 2017, Chapter 11) we write down
the energy, where we remove a constant term due to the prior on z

E(θ;θ(t−1)) =

N∑
i=1

Ep
θ(t−1) (xmis,z|xiobs)

[
log pθ(xiobs,xmis | z)

]
= −1

2

N∑
i=1

E
[
d log(2π) + log det|Ψ|+ (xi − µ− Fz)>Ψ−1(xi − µ− Fz)

]
∝ −N

2
log det|Ψ| − 1

2

N∑
i=1

E
[
(xi − µ− Fz)>Ψ−1(xi − µ− Fz)

]
, (20)

where θ = (F ,µ,Ψ) and θ(t−1) is the current estimate of θ. The expectation operator E[·]
in (20) means expectation with respect to pθ(t−1)(xmis, z | xiobs), which is

pθ(t−1)

(xmis

z

) ∣∣∣∣∣∣ xiobs
 = N

(xmis

z

)
;

(
µmis|obs
µz|obs

)
,

[
Σmis|obs Cmis,z|obs
C>mis,z|obs Σz|obs

] . (21)

In the E-step of the algorithm we compute the statistics required in the above from (19) using
the rules for conditionals of multivariate Gaussian distributions (Petersen and Pedersen,
2012).

Σz|obs = I − F>obs(FobsF
>
obs + Ψobs)

−1Fobs = (I + F>obsΨ
−1
obsFobs)

−1 (22)

µz|obs = F>obs(FobsF
>
obs + Ψobs)

−1(xobs − µobs) = Σz|obsF
>
obsΨ

−1
obs(xobs − µobs) (23)
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Σmis|obs = FmisF
>
mis + Ψmis − FmisF

>
obs(FobsF

>
obs + Ψobs)

−1FobsF
>
mis

= FmisΣz|obsF
>
mis + Ψmis

µmis|obs = µmis + FmisF
>
obs(FobsF

>
obs + Ψobs)

−1(xobs − µobs) = µmis + Fmisµz|obs

Cmis,z|obs = Fmis − FmisF
>
obs(FobsF

>
obs + Ψobs)

−1Fobs = FmisΣz|obs,

where in (22) we used Woodbury’s identity (e.g. Petersen and Pedersen, 2012) and in (23)
we used the push-through identity (Henderson and Searle, 1981). Also note that these
statistics depend on the observed data xiobs or the observed dimensions m, we suppressed
the index i in the above notation.

In the M-step of the algorithm we maximise the energy with respect to θ. First, to
derive the solution for µ we write down a simplified energy term where z are marginalised
out

Ex(θ;θ(t−1)) =

N∑
i=1

Ep
θ(t−1) (xmis|xiobs)

[
log pθ(xiobs,xmis)

]
= −1

2

N∑
i=1

E
[
d log(2π) + log det|Σ|+ (xi − µ)>Σ−1(xi − µ)

]
. (24)

The expectation operator E[·] in the above equation depends on pθ(t−1)(xmis | xiobs), which
can be directly read from (21) as the marginal of a Gaussian (e.g. Petersen and Pedersen,
2012, Section 8.1.2). Then, taking the partial derivative and setting it to zero we get µ̂

∂Ex(θ;θ(t−1))

∂µ
= −1

2

N∑
i=1

E
[
∂

∂µ

(
(xi − µ)>Σ−1(xi − µ)

)]

= −
N∑
i=1

E
[
(xi − µ)>

]
Σ−1

= Nµ>Σ−1 −
N∑
i=1

E
[
xi
]>

Σ−1 = 0

=⇒ µ̂ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

x̂i, (25)

where x̂i = (xiobs,µ
i
mis|obs).

Now, from (20) we derive the updated F̂

∂E(θ;θ(t−1))

∂F
= −1

2

N∑
i=1

E
[
∂

∂F

(
(xi − µ− Fz)>Ψ−1(xi − µ− Fz)

)]

= −
N∑
i=1

E
[
(xi − µ− Fz)z>Ψ−1

]
= −

N∑
i=1

E
[
(xi − µ)z>

]
Ψ−1 + F

N∑
i=1

E
[
zz>

]
Ψ−1 = 0
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=⇒ F̂H = A

=⇒ F̂ = AH−1

where

H =
1

N

N∑
i=1

E
[
zz>

]
=

1

N

N∑
i=1

(
Σi
z|obs + µiz|obsµ

i>
z|obs

)
A =

1

N

N∑
i=1

E
[
(xi − µ̂)z>

]
=

1

N

N∑
i=1

E
[
xiz>

]
− µ̂µi>z|obs

=
1

N

N∑
i=1

C̄i
mis,z|obs + x̂iµi>z|obs − µ̂µi>z|obs

=
1

N

N∑
i=1

C̄i
mis,z|obs + (x̂i − µ̂)µi>z|obs,

and C̄mis,z|obs is Cmis,z|obs with 0-rows for the observed dimensions.

Now we derive solution for Ψ̂, using diag() to denote a function that sets off-diagonal
elements to zero

∂E(θ;θ(t−1))

∂Ψ
= − ∂

∂Ψ

N

2
log det|Ψ|

− diag

 N∑
i=1

E

[
∂

∂Ψ

{
1

2
(xi − µ− Fz)>Ψ−1(xi − µ− Fz)

}]
= −N

2
Ψ−1 + diag

 N∑
i=1

E
[

1

2
Ψ−1(xi − µ− Fz)(xi − µ− Fz)>Ψ−1

] = 0

=⇒ Ψ̂ = diag

 1

N

N∑
i=1

E
[
(xi − µ̂− Fz)(xi − µ̂− Fz)>

]
= diag

 1

N

N∑
i=1

E
[
(xi − µ̂)(xi − µ̂)> − 2Fz(xi − µ̂)> + Fzz>F>

]
= diag

 1

N

N∑
i=1

E
[
(xi − µ̂)(xi − µ̂)>

]
− 2FA> + FHF>


= diag

 1

N

N∑
i=1

E
[
xixi> − 2xiµ̂> + µ̂µ̂>

]
− 2FA> + FHF>


= diag

(
V − 2FA> + FHF>

)
,

with

V =
1

N

N∑
i=1

E
[
xixi>

]
− 2x̂iµ̂> + µ̂µ̂>
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=
1

N

N∑
i=1

Σ̄i
mis|obs + x̂ix̂i> − 2x̂iµ̂> + µ̂µ̂>

=
1

N

N∑
i=1

Σ̄i
mis|obs + (x̂i − µ̂)(x̂i − µ̂)>,

and where Σ̄i
mis|obs is Σi

mis|obs with zero rows and columns for the observed dimensions in

xi. The solutions from the current iteration are then set to θ(t) = (F̂ , µ̂, Ψ̂) and used in
the next iteration.

Similar EM update rules for FA with incomplete data have been derived by Marlin (2008,
Chapter 4.3.2), however our update of the mean vector in (25) uses a tighter lower-bound,
by marginalising the latents from the energy in (24), while theirs uses a looser lower-bound
that results in the use of the energy in (20). Thus, we can expect that using our update rule
should converge faster. Finally, we note that our derivation closely follows the derivation of
EM for FA with complete data by Barber (2017, Chapter 21.2.2) with extra terms arising
due to incomplete data.

Appendix K. Toy data ground truth

The toy data was generated using a FA model with the following parameters as the ground
truth:

F =



−5 −2
4 0
−3 −1
−3 −3

1 5
−1 2


µ =



3
−1

0
2
−1

0


diag(Ψ) =



50.4794
30.0988
6.766

17.3357
40.9839
25.1122


. (26)

The toy data intentionally has a low signal-to-noise ratio, which made the estimation prob-
lem harder.

Appendix L. VAE model selection on incomplete held-out data

The primary goal of our investigation in Section 5 is to evaluate the accuracy of the VAE
model pθ(x) to understand how well it estimates the distribution of the data. Like all other
amortised variational methods, the evaluation on held-out data requires fine-tuning of the
variational models to the target data due to the inference generalisation gap discussed
in Section 3.5. Hence, to perform model selection via validation on held-out data, we
store checkpoints of all parameters (including the generator and the variational models)
at predefined intervals during training. Then, we retrospectively fine-tune the variational
models to the validation data and select, out of all checkpointed states, the generator
parameters that performed best on the fine-tuned validation loss. For VGI we use the
validation loss obtained via the fine-tuning algorithm in Appendix H and for the other
methods we use their respective loss with the fine-tuned encoder networks.
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In Figure 20 of Appendix M we show the corresponding objective curves during fine-
tuning of the VGI methods and MVAE28, where we observe that the fine-tuning of VGI-
based methods converge significantly faster than MVAE. Moreover, in Figure 21 of Ap-
pendix M we show the validation (dashed) and fine-tuned validation (dash-dotted) learning
curves. We can see that the inference generalisation gap affects all evaluated methods
(note the significant gap between dashed and dash-dotted curves), hence confirming that
fine-tuning of the variational distributions is necessary to perform model selection.

Appendix M. Additional figures

In this section we show additional figures from the experiments in Sections 4-6.
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Figure 15: The accuracy of the fitted statistical models as DKL(p∗ || pθ) on FA-Frey data.
MCEM samples imputations from the true conditional pθ(xmis | xobs) using the
learnt model pθ and using SGA fits the model on the imputed data. Note that
the curves for VGI (red) and MCEM (purple) are close, hence we attribute the
performance gap between the EM and VGI to the stochastic optimisation.

28. The fine-tuning loss curves of the other VAE-specific methods were similar to MVAE and hence are not
shown.
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Figure 16: KL divergence, conditioned on the toy test set, between the univariate variational
conditional distributions and the ground truth distribution for each feature di-
mension DKL(qφj (xj | xrj) || p∗(xj | xrj)) (blue), and the posterior under
the learnt model DKL(qφj (xj | xrj) || pθ(xj | xrj)) (red). The lines show the
median conditional KL divergence on the test set.
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Figure 17: Wasserstein distance, conditioned on the test set (left: toy data, right: FA-Frey),
between the univariate variational conditional distributions and the ground truth
distribution W(qφj (xj | xrj), p∗(xj | xrj)) (blue), and the posterior under the
learnt model W(qφj (xj | xrj), pθ(xj | xrj)) (red). The lines show the median
Wasserstein distance conditioned on the test set.
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Figure 18: The accuracy of the fitted models on toy data, as measured by DKL(p∗ || pθ),
comparing independent-weight variational models against shared-weight varia-
tional models.
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Figure 19: Comparison of VGI estimation accuracy on a FA model using a shared stan-
dard variational Gibbs model against a shared extended model, as discussed in
Section 3.3. Left: estimated KL divergence between the fitted and the ground
truth model. Right: average training time per iteration.
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Figure 20: The validation fine-tuning loss curves on VAE-Frey data, where the intensity
of the curve represents the training iteration at which the weight snapshot was
taken. From an early iteration (less intense) to the last iteration (more in-
tense). The fine-tuning of VGI-based experiments (columns 1-3) is compara-
tively faster then the VAE-specific methods (right-hand column, the curves of
all VAE-specific methods were similar).
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Figure 21: The training (solid), validation (dashed), and fine-tuned validation (dash-
dotted) loss curves on VAE-Frey data. The gap between the validation and
fine-tuned validation curves shows the inference generalisation gap. Note the dif-
ference in scale of the objectives, thus they should not be compared directly. Be-
cause of the generalisation gap, the validation curves before fine-tuning (dashed
red) diverged for VGI when the number of variational models was large. For
visualisation purposes, we thus only accepted Gibbs updates in the hypercube
defined by the minimum and maximum values in the observed data.
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Figure 22: Comparison of VGI estimation on a VAE model using shared standard-Gibbs
variational conditionals against shared extended-Gibbs model, as discussed in
Section 3.3. Left: estimated test log-likelihood of the fitted model. Right:
average training time per iteration.
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Figure 23: Average time of one training iteration in seconds on VAE-Frey data. The
hatched part of the bars indicates the time spent on updating the imputations
via pseudo-Gibbs sampling.
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Figure 24: Estimated test log-likelihood against the training iteration on complete VAE-
Frey data. Estimated using importance sampling as described in Section 5.5,
where the variational encoder was refitted to the test data to mitigate the infer-
ence generalisation gap.
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Figure 25: The percentage gain in test log-likelihood by running the VGI significantly
longer. The numbers above the horizontal lines show the test log-likelihood,
and the bars show the total training time. Other than the number of maximum
iterations, the experimental setup was identical to the main experiments. The
results show that the model fits in the main evaluation (Section 6.5) can be
further improved by using a larger computational budget.
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Figure 26: Estimated test log-likelihood on complete data against training iteration and
average duration of one training iteration in seconds. The hatched part of the
bars indicates the time spent on pseudo-Gibbs sampling in VGI and perform-
ing PLMCMC during MCEM. In all of the top row and the third column the
PLMCMC log-likelihood curves stop earlier than VGI due to the computational
budget, since the average iteration of PLMCMC was significantly more expensive
than VGI.
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